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More consideration needed

Legislators feel
bill may invite
more crimes

A FALSE ALARM - A decrease in the air pressure on a portion of
Wilson Hall's fire protection system at Murray State University caused
several alarms to sound early this morning, according to Murray Fire
Chief James Hornbuckle. Three trucks and several firefighters
responded to the call, as spectators watched from a distance. Water
was already flowing through the sprinkler system, but none was spilled

on the classrooms when authorities arrived to investigate the call. The
university building currently is being remodeled and was not being used for classes at the time of the incident. Above, Fire Marshal Phillip
Owens inspects a portion of the faulty system located in a groundfloor
restroom.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

Governor asks husband to drop post

Dr. Collins resigns as finance chief
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Dr. Bill Collins, husband of Gov.
Martha Layne Collins, resigned
today as treasurer and finance
chief of the state Democratic
Party.
A gubernatorial aide, who did
not want to be identified, said
Mrs. Collins asked her husband
drop the party post.
In a letter to Party Chairman
Joe Prather, Collins said the
resignation would take effect at
the end of January, or when the
party can find a replacement for
the $59,500 a year job. The letter
carried today's date.
"After discussions with the
governor and several others, I
feel it is in the best interest of
my family not to continue as
treasurer and finance chairman
of the Kentucky Democratic
party," Collins wrote.
A secretary at the party's

Frankfort headquarters said
Collins was away from the
building and unavailable for
comment.
Mrs. Collins also was
unavailable for comment
Prather said last week that
Mrs. Collins had not been consulted about the appointment,
which later was criticized by
newspaper editorial writers and
some people within the party.
At an impromptu news conference today, Prather said he
admired Collins' decision.
Prather said he was confident
Collins would have performed
well in the job, but added that
there was the appearance of a
possible conflict of interest for
the governor's spouse to occupy
such a position. The resignation
"removes any question or
doubt," said Prather, who also
is president pro tern of the state
Senate.
In defending the appointment,

Prather and other party leaders
had cited Collins' highly successful fund-raising efforts in
his wife's 1983 bid to become
Kentucky's first woman
governor.
Collins has been credited with
spearheading the efforts that accumulated nearly $5 million for
Mrs. Collins' successful primary
and general election victories.
Collins, a dentist who also has
banking interests, was to raise
money for a new effort by the
party to finance candidates all
the way down to local races,
Prather said last week.
At a news conference two days
after the appointment, Mrs. Collins said she was proud that the
party had recognized her husband's fund-raising talents.
While she said she saw nothing
wrong with her husband working for the party, she
acknowledged that "some other
people do."

The party treasurer's post
traditionally has been
ceremonial and Collins'
predecessor was not paid.
Prather stressed at the time of
the appointment that Collins
would be paid by the party and
that he would be helping raise
money for Democratic candidates, not normal operating
funds for the party.
Former Kentucky Chief
Justice John Palmore, an adviser to Mrs. Collins in 1983, had
defended the appointment over
the weekend.
On WLEX-TV's "Your
Government" program in Lexington, Palmore said "it's better
that someone who devotes that
much time to someone else's
political career be paid rather
than seek compensation in some
other way."
Palmore also addressed the
issue of whether Collins' efforts
(Continued on Page 2)

By SUSAN STEWART
disposing of nuclear waste have
Associated Press Writer
been demonstrated.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) A bill to move scrutiny of preEasing the load on the courts
need funeral contracts to th.e atand jails by raising the dollar
torney general's office was also
amount of some felony theft ofapproved by the House. The bill
fenses could be an invitation to
also tightens the laws which
more crime, some legislators
regulate the practice of contracsay.
ting for funerals.
House members on Monday
The House defeated a bill
first defeated a bill making all
which would increase license
theft by deception charges infees for social workers from $10
volving $500 or less a misdeto $30, but WV agreed to conmeanor, then reconsidered and
sider the measure again on
tabled the bill for possible conTuesday.
sideration later.
Another bill was also
The bill, sponsored by Rep. defeated, but given a second
Thomas Burch, D-Louisville,
chance.
word make all theft by decepHouse Bill 225, sponsored by
tion charges involving property
Williams, would make false
worth $500 or less a misderepair estimates involving less'
meanor. Currently, all theft
than 8100 misdemeanors, and
charges involving property
those involving more than $100
valued at $100 or more are
would be felonies.
felonies.
Williams' bill met with stiff
"What we're doing is saying,
resistance, some of it coming
'Yeah, go ahead and write a $500 from members of the same comcheck.' And that's wrong," said
mittee which a.pp_r_oved .the
Rep.'Jim Maggird, D-Ja:clson.
measure two weeks ago.
Burch said circuit judgerand
"We don't want to say that
prosecutors had requested the
everybody who underestimates
change to relieve the burden
the cost of repairs by one cent is
placed on court systems and to
guilty of a misdemeanor," said
relieve overcrowding in state
Rep. Louie Guenthner Jr.,
prisons.
Northfield.
Theft by deception charges
The House voted to table the
generally cover offenses involvbill, and Williams said he will
ing cold checks.
fight to resurrect it.
"Kentucky is one of the few
Also Monday, 7th District
states with a $100 line of demarRep. Sam McElroy, the
cation," Rep. Aubrey Williams,
Legislature's only independent,
D-Louisville, said in support of
was sworn in. McElroy won the
the bill. "And the.charges are inseat vacated by Agriculture
variably reduced or pleaCommissioner David Boswell in
bargained."
a special election last week.
Rep. Joe Barrows. D In both houses, a $129 million
Versailles, said the current law
budget to operate Kentucky's
"forces commonwealth's atcourts for the next two years
torneys to spend a great deal of
was introduced. The budget
time on a hundred -dollar
covers only money from the
crime."
General Fund, not money the
The House defeated the bill in
courts receive from fines and
a 25-67 vote, but later approved a
costs assessed people filing
move to table it for additional
suits.
work.
The budget covers the costs of
In other action, the House apall courts in Kentucky, from the
proved four bills and defeated
district level all the way up to
two others.
the Supreme Court. It also inThe House approved a
cludes the budget for the Admeasure which would allow lay
ministrative Office of the
representation, including corCourts, judicial retirement
porate officers, during
system and the operation of
unemployment insurance
clerks offices in circuit and
hearings.
district courts.
Another bill approved by the
Sen. Clyde Middleton, R-Fort
House would create an InterMitchell, introduced a constituAgency Agricultural Land Adtional measure to change the
visory Committee to review proway the General Assembly can
jects converting more than 50
call itself into special session.
acres of farmland to other uses
Under Middleton's proposal,
and make recommendations to
the Legislature could call a
the governor.
special session by a vote of 60
The House also approved a bill
percent of the members in each
which would prohibit construcchamber. Such sessions could
tion of nuclear power plants in
only be called twice every
Kentucky until safe methods for
12-month period.
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Consumer price rise
helps economy to best
showing since 1972

I
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WASHINGTON (AP) - Consumer prices, restrained by
across-the-board moderation,
rose a modest 3.8 percent last
year to give the economy its best
performance since 1972, the
government said today.
Just three years ago, prices
had soared 12.4 percent. They
rose 8.8 percent in 1981 and 3.9
percent in 1982.
Detailing the good news for
last year, the Labor Department
said energy prices fell 0.5 percent while food prices rose only
2.7 percent, their slowest gain
since 1976, and medical care
costs gained Just 6.4 percent,
their smallest rise in 11 years.
Last month, prices overall
rose 0.3 percent, the same as in
November.
Some analysts hailed the
economy's performance even
before today's report was
released and said they expected
prices to behave just as well this
year,
One, consultant Michael
Evans, said, "It's great if we
can keep it up. I think we can do
as well in 1984."
Another, Ted Gibson of
Crocker National Bank in San

Francisco, said, "We've seen no
noticeable pickup in inflation."
As for energy prices, the
department said home heating
oil costs were off a sharp 10.9
percent last year, their steepest
plunge since 1945. In 1982, those
prices had fallen just 0.7
percent.
Gasoline prices fell 1.6 percent
to put them 9.1 percent below
their peak of March 1981. Prices
had tumbled 6.6 percent in 1982.
Natural gas prices rose 5.2
percent, virtually one-fifth their
25.4 percent gain of the previous
year.
Looking at food prices, department analysts-said beef and veal,
costs fell 1.6 percent last year.
Pork prices plunged 11 'percent,
their sharpest decline since 1976.
Egg prices, however, soared
35.7 percent and poultry prices
rose 10.2 percent.
Prices for 'fruits. and
vegetables were up 5.4 percent.
Overall, the cohsumer price
rise last year was the best fullyear figure since the 3.4 percent
recorded in 1971 and 1972, when
Wage thd price controls were in
effect.

cloudy tonight
Today dreary with fog and
drizzle this morning. Highs in
the low to mid 40s. Southwest
winds less than 10 mph.
Tonight becoming partly
cloudy. Lows in the low to mid
30s. Light winds. Wednesday
partly cloudy with highs in
the mid 40s. West winds 5 to 10
mph.
LAKE LEVELS
354.3
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake
354.5
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Transportation head says counties
not taking advantage of road 'tool'
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Counties should raise their own
taxes before looking to
Frankfort- for more money for
roads, says Rep. Bob Jones, DCrestwood.
Jones, chairman of a
transportation budget subcommittee, said that counties and
cities have not taken full advantage of the property taxes
available to them.
Local governments can,
generally, raise property taxes
by 4 percent without risking having the matter placed before the

voters for a referendum.
"It bothers me when ... the
counties don't take it, and then
say, 'We need money," Jones
said. "The counties need to do
their job, too."
Jones said counties that don't
raise taxes by as much as they
can are sending legislators a
signal that they don't actually
need the extra money.
"There's not much sense in
Spraying money out to counties
that don't need it," he
concluded.
Ed Logsdon, executive direc-

tor of the County Judges
Association, said figures from
the Legislative Research Commission showed that by 1983
nearly 90 percent of Kentucky's
counties had taken advantage of
the 4 percent tax increase allowed by law.
Logsdon asked that counties
receive 18 percent of the road
tund allotment, rather than the
current 10 percent.
"We carry 18 percent of the
traffic (on county-maintained
roads)," Logsdon said. "We feel
(Continued on Page 2)

Local banks help Community Theatre
provide classic to area school children
Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre has joined
forces with the Bank of Murray
and Peoples Bank of Murray to
bring the classic children's play
"The Wind In The Willows" to
area grade school students.
Executive •Director of the
theatre, Hal Park. made the announcement recently when he
told news sources, "I am very
pleased that the banks of Murray have enabled us to come into
the schools and provide this

show free of charge to over 2,400
Into the schools whenever possikids throughout The city and
ble, or proide the schools with
county school systems."
incentives to get the students out
Park referred to the theatre's
to the theatre for little or no cost.
recently-inaugurated Corporate
It is a primary function of, this
Sponsor Program as the vehicle
theatre to provide .innovative
by which the local institutions
arts education programs for all,
aided the theatre. Through this
people'of this area," he stated.
program, the theatre seeks
"The Wind In The Willows" is
funds from area businesses in
a classic children's novel, writorder to finance educational • ten at the turn of the century,
which is on,many school reading
outreach programs into the
schools.
lists. The play was specifically
'We want to take these shows
(Continued on Page 2)
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Community
Theatre offers
museum support

GM reorganization should have
no effect on local dealerships

•

From Staff, AP Reports
While some Kentucky car
dealers are apprehensive and
ill-informed about a General
Motors reorganization plan.
local GM dealers are not too concerned and feel the action will
have virtually no effect on local
dealerships.
The plan is designed to improve efficiency and simplify
the company's corporate
structure.
GM had said it would combine
the operations of its five car
divisions — Chevrolet, Pontiac,
Buick, Oldsmobile and Cadillac
— into two separate groups.
One of the grouris would be for
large cars and one for small
cars with the large-car group
consisting of Buick, Olds and
Cadillac, while the small•car
group would be made up of
Chevrolet. Pontiac and GM of
Canada.
"What it means is they are going to make small cars at one
place and large cars at another
place," says Jim Suiter of Purdom Motors Inc., local dealership for Buick, Pontiac,
Oldsmobile and Cadillac. "We
don't think it will affect us at
all," Suiter added.
Dwain Taylor, owner of Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet, says "the last
communication we had with
Chevrolet of General Motors is
that there will not be any
changes in our operation. We
will continue to have small and
big cars. The only changes are

going to be at the engineering
level. We will see no changes at
all."
But not all dealers are as informed as Taylor ,and Suiter.
"We've been a tittle bit in the
dark and some dealers have
been apprehensive, said Bob
Terry. general manager at Joe
Conrad Chevrolet in Lexington.
"They really haven't told us
much," said Jeff Treado,
general manager of Miller
Chevrolet-Datsun in Somerset.
"A lot of things are still up in the
air."
"Primarily, we're after improving our effectivenes?in getting a car to market on time,"
said GM President James
McDonald during a Detroit news
conference. "Each group will
have its own engineering operation and each group will have its
own manufacturing
operations."
Don Postma, manager of news
relations for GM, said putting
Chevrolet and Pontiac in the
small-car group does not mean
the concerns' larger cars are on
some kind of endangered model
list nor does putting Cadillac in
the large-cap group mean no
more Cadillac Cimarrons, the
down-sized Cadillac.
"The small-car dealers will
still be able to offer full-sized
cars like the Chevrolet
Caprice," Postma sakd.
"Likewise, theCadillac dealers..
will still be able to get the
Cimarron.

"Chevy will have to buy its big
cars from the big-car group and
Cadillac will have to buy the
Cimarron from the small-car
group. But that won't cause any
change in the way dealers deal
with customers or the company.
"There was a flurry of stories
speculating otherwise before the
announcement was made. Most
of those were wrong."
Gary Glazer, an auto industry
analyst for the New York investment research firm of Sanford
C. Bernstein & Co., said it was
unclear whether GM's
reorganization would ever have
any effect on dealers.
"I don't think they're going to
have to dual up with each other
so they can offer small and large
cars," he said. "It's a radical
move for the company, but I
would not be particularly worried as a dealer."
GM's white-collar employees,
who make up about a third of the
company's 660,000 employees
worldwide, might have some
cause for concern, Glazer said.
"Probably 10 to 20 percent of
the white collar work force could
be considered redundant," he
said. "But don't expect a layoff
of 10,000 people in the next three
months."
Postma said reductions would
be made through attrition and
that might take three to five
years. No reductions are expected in the blue-collar ranks,
he said.

Salvadoran Rebels say American
killed fighting US-backed regime
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador
AP) — Leftist guerrillas say an
American "comrade" has been
killed fighting alongside them
against the U.S.-backed government in El Salvador.
The Salvadoran army, meanwhile, continued a drive against
rebel strongholds in Usulutan
province, and an estimated 2,000
people peacefully marched on
the U.S. Embassy in Mexico City to protest American military
aid to El Salvador.
The clandestine rebel Radio
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Venceremos said a "North
American internationalist" was
killed by gunfire from a
U.S.-made helicopter flown by
Salvadoran troops last August in
northeastern El Salvador. It
gave no explanation for the
delay In announcing the death
"Comrade Carroll.. left his
wife and a 12-year-old daughter
In New Orleans to travel to our
country and join the struggle,"
the broadcast said.
It did not give his full name,
but American and rebel sources

w ••

W40.

•
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said he was believed to be Carroll Ishee, a New Orleans resident who left his wife there to
fight with the Salvadoran guerrillas a few years ago.

Meeting postponed
The Murray Cablevision Commission meeting originally
scheduled for tonight has been
rescheduled for 7:30 p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 31, in the Council
Chamber of City-Hall.
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Close-Out
On All 83
Model John
Deere Equip.
Making Room
For 84

•

..
JOHN OfERE)

8-hp Riding Mower
The 68 Rider has a covered engine for a quiet ride;
shift-on -the-go 5-speed transmission. Triplesafety starting, color-coded controls, recoil or
electric start. Choose 30- or 34-inch cutting
width. Optional rear- bagger for 30-inch mower.
•
Recoil Start Reg. Price $1449°°
•

Hydrostatic drive and hydraulic lift make the
14-hp 314 Tractor ideal for jobs other than just
mowing. Hydrostatic drive gives you cne-lever
control of travel speed and direction.. no clutching, no shifting. Hydraulic lift lets you positon
equipment exactly where you want it. The 314
also has built-in. headlights, high-back seat and
color-coded controls. Mowers, front blade, tiller •
and snow thrower are available.
314 with 48" Mower Reg. Retail $4478°°

'I

397800

NOW $
ONLY

•
•

Save $5001
"

John Deere Model 317

John Deere 21"

147 H.P. Twin Cyl. Hyd.
Reg. $4748"Save $400"

Self Propelled 4 H.P.

NOW

$4348"

NOW

$46000

Save $300°

John Deere Model 318
18 H.P. Twin Cyl.
Reg. $5558" Save $600"
NOW

$4958°°

MURRAY

RENTAVSALES

CENTER

- Other Models At Closeout
Prices 714 A.P.R. Financing
During Month Of January?

200E. Main

753-8201

COME BY AND REGISTER FOR FREE COLOR T.V.To B. Given Away
Jan. 28th
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AWARD WINNERS — Ruth Ann Coleman, staff writer, and Jim Rector, sports editor, were award winners at the annual Kentucky Press
Association fall sweepstakes contest, it was announced last weekend.
Coleman won second place for best investigative story, taken from her
five-part spouse abuse series. Rector won first place in sports story or
feature, a two-part profile on Mel Purcell, and third place for sports column, concerning Murray State basketball.

Calloway speech team
wins, MHS places third
in Lexington contest
Calloway County High
School's speech team has been
acclaimed as "King of the
Mountain" but found out this
weekend that someone always
is trying to knock the "King" off
the mountain.
The Lakers did win the Lexington Catholic Snowball Invitational with 226 points but rival
Jessamine County came in a
close second with 220 points.
Murray High School was third
with 124 points.
Eighteen Laker team
members qualified for the final
round of competition.
First place honors for
Calloway were won by:
Lori Burkeen, original
oratory; Sherri Mills, dramatic
interpretation; Allen McClard,
extemporanous speaking.
Calloway's second place
honors were won by:
Mikal Grimes, Lincoln -

Vocational
center night
classes open
The Murray Area Vocational
Center will begin several classes
on Jan. 31. Each class is held on
Tuesday and Thursday evenings
from 6 p.m. until 9 for five
weeks. Registration for each
class will be $7.50.
Small Engine Repair will be
taught by Bob Ruoff. This class
is limited to the first 15 people.
The fundamentals of small
engine repair will be taught. Actual work will be done on lawn
mowers, tillers, etc. A book is
required and will be sold the
first class morning.
Woodworking will be taught
by Don Riley. The use of woodworking tools and techniques
will be taught. The class is
limited to the first 15 people.
Auto Tune-up will be taught by
Van Clark. Tune-up procedures
such as fluid level checks, wiring, spark plugs, carburetor,
etc, will be taught in the class.
The class is limited to the first 15
people registering.
Anyone interested in the
classes should register by phoning or visiting the school daily
between 8 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
The phone number is 753-1870.

Vehicle of local
man is damaged
A vehicle belonging to John
Hornbuckle, 50, Murray, was
damaged while parked in Marshall County Sunday night, according to Kentucky State
Police Informational Officer
Richard Wright.
Hornbuckle's vehicle was
damaged with paint and a tire
was punctured with an ice pick,
it was reported. Officials are
declining to say at this time if
the incident was related to a
strike at SKW in Calvert City,
Hornbuckle's place of employment. Union workers there have
been on st-tke now for several
months.
The vandalism of the vehicle
is the- third incident against
SKW employees in the past
several weeks. One employee in
Calvert City reported earlier
that his farm fences had been
cut and that four tires on a tractor were slashed.

Douglas Debate; Sherri Mills
and Mark Bazzell, duet acting;
Cadi Glass, prose; and Tim
Williams, storytelling.
Third plade honors for oCHS
were won by:
Kelli Burkeen, extemporanous speaking"; 'rim
Weatherford, original oratory;
Wendy Parker, humorous interpretation; Lori Yarbrough, prose; and Richard Dowdy,
storytelling.
Other team members competing in the final round were:
Evy Jarrett, Mike Keeling, Judy
Lassiter, Elizabeth Bailey, Molly Imes, and Vena Crum.
The Laker Speech Team will
be hosting the "Tournament of
Champions" Jan. 28 at Calloway
County High School.
Seven members of the Murray
High School team competed in
the final round with Charles
Cella capturing the first place
award for Lincoln-Douglas
debate and Luann Loberger earning a second place awared in
poetry interpretation.

Industry and
technology
classes offered
The College of Industry and
Technology at Murray Vlate
University will be offering the
following four courses during
the Spring Semester 1984.
The courses are:
▪
IET 101-75 Technical
Drawing Fundamentals. Four
Credit Hours. A general graphic
course covering technical fundamentals including project 4o n , conventions and
materials. The course will meet
from 7:30-12:30 Saturday mornings, Room AS 103C, Applied
Science Building. (Begins
1-28-84).
• IET 241-01 Woodturning.
Two Credit Hours. A basic lathe
woodturning course instructing
the turning of useful and artistic
items. The course will meet
from 6-9 p.m. each Tuesday
evening in Room 1E-104, Industrial Education Building.
(Begins 1-24-84).
•
IET 578-75 Woodturning
for the Homeowner. Three
Credit Hours. This is a general
woodturning course in which no
previous experience is required.
The class will meet from
7:30-12:30 Saturday mornings,
Room 1E-102, Industrial Education Building. (Begins 1-28-84).
.•• ENT 578-75 Workshop in
Microcomputer Electronics.
Three Credit Hours. An introduction to digital fundamentals and the electronics of
microprocessors and micorcomputers. For students not majoring in electical or computer
technology. No prior knowledge
of electronics is assumed. This
class will meet 8:30-12 Saturday
mornings, Room AS 1038/AS
1048, Applied Science Building.
(Begins 1-28-84).
Interested persons should
phone 762-8812 for more information. Registration will be
-completed at the first' class'
meeting.

Coiling... •
(Continued from Page 1)
in his wite's campaign might'
Cause potential conflicts for
Mrs. Collins during the course of
her four-year administration.

Community Theatre will bring
old-time radio to the stage of the
Boy Scout Museum in a further
attempt to raise funds for the
complelion of a National Boy
Scout Museum in Murray.
According to Theatre Board
President Robert Valentine, the
Theatre's January fund-raiser
will be expanded from one night
of performance to two in order
to raise the additional money.
Shows are scheduled for this
Friday and Saturday beginning
at 8 p.m.
"We're going to show folks
what an evening of live radio used to be," said Valentine.
"There will be live music, a
radio drama, big band music
and old-fashioned radio comedy
— just like so many of us used to
hear when we were young."
Murray State's Radio Repertory Theatre, the Young Actors
Guild and "Big Band" Bobby
Bryan are all cooperating in the
effort. "The audience will be a
part of the show," according to
Valentine, "because you can't
have good radio without the
laughter and the applause."
Proceeds from the two nights
will be divided between the
Community Theatre and the Boy
Scout Museum project. Admission is $3 per person and no
reservations are required.

Business seminar
for senior citizens
set for Saturday
The Delta Gamma chapter of
Phi Beta Lamba at Murray
State University will sponsor a
day-long business seminar for
the Murray-Calloway County
chapter of Senior Citizens on
Saturday at the Ellis Center.
The seminar will begin with
registration at 9 a.m., fcillowed
by a parliamentary procedure/business techniques
workshop from 10 a.m. until
noon conducted by Greg
Filbeck, chapter president and
state parliamentarian. At noon,
the members of the Murray
State Phi Beta Lamba will host a
lunch for the senior citizens. Jim
Cooper, director of the Mayfield
Social Security Office, will present a two-hour workshop on
changes in social security and
medicare at 1 p.m. with a question and answer session to
follow. The seminar will conclude at 3 p.m. with Phi Beta
Lamba members offering drivearound tours of the Murray
State University campus to the
senior citizens in attendance.
Phi Beat Lamba is a professional college business organization for students with an interest
in the business world. The community is cordially invited to attend. For more information call,
762-2721.
Any senior citizens needing
transportation can call between
9-9:30 a.m. Saturday at the Ellis
Center, 753-9041.

Theatre...
(Continued from Page 1)
chosen to acquaint children with
the theatre art form by way of a
story that many of them already
know and enjoy.
"Theatre is a great teaching
tool. It teaches us how to use
creative concepts to describe
our world around us, and it
allows us to look at the world
through another's eyes.
Anytime we can do that, we are
richer for the experience," Park
explained.
Community Theatre made
special mention of several people who were Instrumental in
assisting the theatre's visit to
the schools. Those mentioned
were: Wilma Billington and the
staff of the The Bank of Murray;
Harold Doran and the staff of
People's Bank of Murray; John
Hina of Murray Middle School
which hosted most of the schools
visits; Nancy Lovett and
Doralyn Lanier of the County
and City Board of Education offices; and the principals and
parents of the entire cast and
crew who rearranged schedules,
excused students, and helped
keep homework caught up.
The theatre will perform on
five dates for the local school
systems and then tour the show
to Fulton County, Hickman
County, and Marshall County
where similar arrangements
have been made.

Road taxes...
.(Continued from Page 1)
it's logical to assume that ...
we're generating ,111 percent of
the dollars.going into the road
fund."
Bill Thlelan, general- counsel
fo-r the Kentucky Municipal
League, told legislators that
cities are satisfied with current
road fund formulas, and requested that they not be
changed.
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'Big Three' now two

garrott's galley

An AP News Analysis
At times, it was as bad as the feuding between
the Hatfields and the McCoys.
But now the departure of counselor Edwin
Meese III from the White House staff brings to
an official end President Reagan's unusual gamble that a triumvirate of co-equal aides could run
the White House smoothly.
pespite Reagan's hopes, the Big Three
triangle never quite worked. And Meese's
nomination Monday to succeed William French
Smith as attorney general places White House
chief of staff James A. Baker III, the leader of
the pragmatic faction, undisputedly in charge.
"I guess you could say Baker, for the first
time, will really be chief of staff," said one White
House aide, who, like the others interviewed, requested anonymity.
"It's just like any good business deal," said
one Republican strategist. "Everyone comes out
better this way."
The remaining member of the Big Three,
deputy Chief of Staff Michael K. Deaver, was
most often an ally of Baker's. For the most part,
Meese had charge of making policy, Baker of implementing it, and Deaver of watching out for
Reagan the man.
But with that tentative division of responsibilities came differing philosophies about how
to achieve the goals Reagan had set. Meese
was
a hardliner, which endeared him to conservatives. He was also less apt to want to compromise. Baker and his staff became known as
the pragmatists.
The tension began right from the beginning. It
was the worst the first year Reagan was in office. Since then, "there were little irritants, of
course. That's normal. That does not mean this
has been a happy place to work," the aide said.
Meese, Baker and their aides seemed to lose no
opportunity to poke fun at each other.
And. when William P. Clark, a longtime
Reagan friend, came to the White House to
become national security adviser, the fighting
among him, Baker and Deaver eclipsed the problems with Meese. There were whole weeks
when Clark, now Interior secretary, and Deaver
never spoke.
Now, friends and associates say, both Meese
and Baker appear to have something they
wanted.
Baker, a wealthy Houston lawyer who ran Vice
President George Bush's unsuccessful bid for the
Republican presidential nomination four years
ago, was described by friends and associates as
"very upbeat" even though it was no secret that
he, too, would have liked the Justice Department
job.
"I am sure every lawyer would like to be attorney general some day," said one White House
aide, who spoke only on the guarantee of
anonymity. "Realistically, Baker knew he would
never be the first in line for that job. It was no
great shock."
This aide said there was no reason to believe
there would be any radical changes in the operation of the White House, although Baker will
have more responsibility.
"During a campaign year, you want to
streamline operations," the strategist said. "To
have one chief of staff is good."

by m.c. garrott

If you want to play golf at Pebble Beach
it's best to be a guest at the lodge
Next week, one of the most
prestigious tournaments on the
professional golf tour — the Bing
Crosby Pro-Am — will be played
some 150 miles south of San Francisco on the Monterey Peninsula.
Its 72 holes of competition will be
played over three different courses
— Cypress Point, a highly exclusive private club, and two
public courses, Spyglass and Pebble Beach.
All are world-famous golfing
"Meccas," but Pebble Beach,
perhaps is the most well known of
the three, because television
coverage given its finishing holes
each during the four-day
tournament.
Few golfers are not familiar with
— or have not mentally played —
its awesome 17th and 18th holes
along the wind-swept, rocky shores
of the Pacific Ocean, having watched as the greatest names in golf
played them before the TV
cameras.
I have never been to Pebble
Beach, nor had I ever talked with a
golfer who had played it until one
morning a few weeks ego- when
Richard Knight came into Sammon's Bakery grinning like the cat
that had just swallowed the
neighbor's canary.
He and Clyde Adkins, he announced sort of matter-of-factly,
had just returned from a whirlwind
West Coast trip, during which they
played Pebble Beach's 18 hallowed
holes.
.• •
Theirs is a long story. It's going
to take me two columns to tell it to
you so you can appreciate it, today's and Thursday's.
However, it all started when the
two of them, along with their
wives, Annie and Marilyn, had an
unforeseen opportunity to take a
trip to any point serviced by
Eastern Airlines.
It became an ordeal, trying to
decide where to go, there were so
many exciting places available.
Several times, they met around a

(EDITOR'S NOTE: Every golfer
dreams of someday playing
California's Pebble Beach course,
scene of next week's Bing Crosby
Pro-Am. Here, in the first of a twocolumn series, is the story of how
two of Murray's young golfers got
to play the world-famous layout a
few weeks ago.)
table — Richard and Annie, Clyde
and Marilyn — debating their
options.
Annie and Marilyn wanted to go
to Cancun, a popular Mexican
island resort, or to Acapulco, the
exciting resort on Mexico's Pacific
side. They also thought they would
like a few days in the Virgin
Islands in the Carribean, or at
some other beachy resort such as
these.
Clyde, at one point, just happened to remark wishfully that what
he would like to do about as much
as anything would be to play golf at
Pebble Beach in California.
Richard didn't express any specific
preference, apparently content to
go wherever agreed upon.
• • •
They had a specific date upon
which their airline reservations
had to be made. With this rapidly
approaching and still unable to
make up their minds, they
designated Annie to make the decision, work out the air transportation and to make whatever hotel
reservations necessary.
A day or so later, she called
Richard at work. They were all set,
she said. They were going to San
Francisco. It was the only place
they could go to fit the connecting
flights into their limited time
frame. Then, she said, they would
spend a couple of days at Carmelby-the-Sea down on the Monterey
Peninsula.
"Why, that's where Pebble
Beach is!" Richard happily exclaimed. "Clyde and I will take our
clubs and play that course!"
It was a perfect objective.
Everyone — especially Clyde —

was happy with it. Although Annie
had no idea when she selected San
Francisco that the Pebble Beach
golf course was anywhere in that
part of the contry, she had heard of
the many unusual and quaint shops
located at Carmel. She simply
thought it would be a nice place to
see and visit and this was the time
to do it.
Annie also got busy making the
hotel reservations. One was made
at the Mark Hopkins Hotel on the
top of Nob Hill in San Francisco
($155 a night). Another was made
for two nights at a motel in Carmel.
• • •
Then Richard began trying to
line up a teeoff time for Clyde and
him at Pebble Beach. This was in
Mid-October that he was calling.
Sorry, he was told, they were booked up through the Christmas
holidays. The earliest time they
had available was on January 4 —
some 10 weeks away.
Three times he called the course
from Murray, pleading each time
with them to work them in on the
day they were scheduled to be in
the Carmel area, but in no way
could he persuade them to do it.
Then he happened to talk with
young Dr. Johnny Quertermous.
Johnny, one of the better golfers
here-abouts, had played Pebble
Beach. He gave Richard a tip on
how to get a teeoff time at the
famous course.
Make reservations at the lodge
there on the golf course, he said.
Guests at the lodge have no problem getting teeoff times at Pebble
Beach.
A call quickly was made to the
lodge. They had a couple of vacancies and reservations were made
($150 a night). "By the way,"
Richard said to the reservation
clerk, "my friend and I want to
play Pebble Beach the day after we
arrive. Do you have a teeoff time
for us?"
"Yes, sir," the lady replied.
Then, after a few moments, she
asked.."Will 9:20 (a.m.) be all

letters to the editor

looking back

Cablevision subscribers asked
to examine new system

Soviets view movie
AP News Special
The made-for-television film "The Day After,"
depicting nuclear holocaust, is being screened
discretely behind the Iron Curtain before select
audiences of Communism's elite.
Some East bloc citizens who viewed the film
concluded it lacks realism and horror. Some said
it shows how little most Americans know about
war.
"They (the Soviets) have seen worse stuff in
their own World War II films," said a Western
source in Moscow who saw the film with Soviet
citizens.
Some Soviets said the most powerful moment
of the ABC film came when Minutemen missiles
thundered from Kansas silos en route to the
Soviet Union.
"The Day After" also has been shown in
Poland, Romania, Hungary, Czechoslovakia and
three times in Bulgaria, spokesmen at U.S. embassies in each country said in response to
Associated Press queries.
Diplomats said the movie first arrived in the
East bloc shortly after it was shown Nov. 20 in
the United States. They said pirate copies probably were taped at embassies in Washington
and sent by couriers back to the respective
governments.
Key government figures saw these tapes,
sources said. But the showings became more
widespread after the movie was distributed to
U.S. embassies in the East bloc.

To The Editor:
The residents of Murray are
about to have a new state-of-the-art
cablevision system forced upon us
and, for the most part, against our
will. It is time for us to examine
what is about to happen to the
residents of Murray and try to
determine how and why it is
happening.
There has been much information and misinformation stated
publicly by ATc and our city council about the new system and, it is
still extremely difficult to determine just what we are getting. At
this point, it seems certain that the
following will occur:
(A) The residents of Murray

will be forced to accept the new
system at a monthly subscription
rate that-Will be double the current
rate in many instances.
(B) Many elderly residents on
limited, fixed incomes may no
longer be able to afford the cost of
this system. In many cases, television is their source of news and
entertainment.
(C) Remote control T.V. sets
will no longer be operable unless
the subscriber rents another
remote control device from the
cablevision company.
(D) There will be a $15 deposit
for a converter for every T.V. set.
Each household will have to pay
$5.25 per month for each additional
TV., as compared to the current

Richards honored;
local men on board
To The Editor:
H. Gordon Richards of Louisville
retired as president of the Kentucky Council en Economics
Education (KCEE) on Dec. 31.
Well known in business and industrial circles throughout the
commonwealth, he has done a
superior job of raising funds an increasing the statue of the KCEE,
an organization dedicated to increasing the economic understanding of school children in the state.
KCEE is strongly supported by the
business and financial community
locally and across Kentucky.
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A native of Great Britain,
ftichards is an extremely charming man who served in the Royal
Air. Force Qf Great Britain and
later with the Royal Canadian Air
Force. After retiring from the service, he held an executive position
In the outdoor advertising business
in Canada.
In the mid-1930's while serving in
India. Richards met and sebse-
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right?" Of course, it was, and they
were set — lodge reservations, a
teeoff time and all. The motel
reservations in Carmel was then
cancelled.
"We called them three times
about that teeoff time," Richard
said, "without getting so much as a
tumble. But once we were
registered at the lodge, they
couldn't have been nicer to us."
• • •
Arriving in San Francisco by
way of Nashville and Atlanta, our
Murray friends soon were checked
in at the Mark Hopkins, which
overlooks the city and the bay
area. That evening, they went
across the street to have dinner in
the famous old Fairmont Hotel.
This is where many of the scences
from the current television series,
"Hotel," are filmed.
The next morning, in order to see
as much of the city as possible
within a short time, they took a
Greyline tour. It lasted longer than
they had anticipated, and they
found themselves with their 1 p.rh.
checkout at the Mark Hopkins-slipping up on them.
Calling this to the attention of
their guide, they were told that
they could be dropped off "a few
blocks from the hotel," and they
were.
"Those 'few blocks' turned out to
be almost straight up!" Richard
yelped. "San Francisco has some
of the steepest sidewalks in the
world, and I believe the one we had
to climb was the steepest! By the
time we got up to the hotel, we all
were walking up the hill
backwards!"
Shortly afterwards, though, they
were in a rented car and headed
down picturesque U.S. Highway 1
along the coast to Carmel..A few
hours later, they were settled in
without incident at the Pebble
Beach lodge.
The next morning, Annie and
Marilyn set out for Carmel's shops,
while Richard and Clyde headed
for the golf course.

quently married the former Emma
Moss of Horse Cave, Kentucky. His
son, John L. G. Richards,
chairman-elect of the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce, is a senior
vice president of the Library National Bank and Trust Company,
Louisville , and has served for the
past few years as finance chairman for KCEE.
E.M. Shinners, vice-president
and general manager to the
Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation.
Murray,serves on the KCEE board
of directors. Dr. Dan E. Harrison is
director of the Center for
Economics Education at Murray
State University.
The Kentucky Council of
Economics Education owes a debt
of gratitude to Gordon RiChardk for
his efforts in advancing the cause
of economic understanding of our
school teachers and children. So do
the people of Kentucky.
Thomas A. Gerdis, Jr.
3407 Calais Drive
Louisville, Ky.40299

$1.75 per month.
(E) Many people have spent
several hundred dollars to
chase video home recorders and
now will only be able to tape the
program that is being shown at the
time the T.V. and recorder is on.
They will no longer be able to
record one program while watching another, unless they want to
pay an additional charge per
month for another "adapter."
In addition to the above situations, I wonder what this new
system will do to our hospital and
nursing homes, with their many
T.V. sets in patient rooms. It seems
that the residents of .Murray
deserve better treatment than we
are receiving. It does not seem fair
that we must accept this cable
system or nothing at all.
How has all of this confusion happened? To my knowledge, our city
council, and mayor appointed a
commission of citizens, hired a
consultant named Allie Morgan
and, undoubtedly, paid big money
for his so-called expertise. It appears obvious that this select commission, its consultant, and our city council argeed to a contract
without knowing its content or consequences. It is my opinion that
these individuals should be held accountable for their actions and,
perhaps, ATC for possible
misrepresentations of fact. The
residents of Murray deserve better
consideration and treatment.
I urge every cablevision
subscriber to contact Mayor
Holmes Ellis, and members of the
select commission (Mr. James
Garrison, Mrs. Peggy Billington,
Dr. William Parsons, Dr. David
.Roos, Dr. nob Williams, Mr.
William Furches, Mr. Howard
Koenen, Mr. M.C. Garrott — an
original member whose term expffed)and the City coimcilh
efore it
is too late. If this system is an example of the state-of-the-art, then
let me have an antenna.
Thank You,
Jerry Grogan
1513 Chaucer
Murray,Ky.42071

Ten years ago
Newly installed Murray City
Mayor John Ed Scott attended his
first meeting of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Board
last night. He is pictured with
Graham Feltner and Jim Garrison,
also members of the hospital
board.
Construction of a four-lane
highway from Murray to Benton
and the four taxiing of Highway 45
from Mayfield to Paducah has
been assured by James Gray,
secretary of the Bureau of
Highways.
The New Concord Redbirds,
coached by Bob Allen, won the
Calloway County Junior High
Basketball Tournament played at
Jeffrey Gym. Lynn Grove won the
Most Outstanding Award for
Cheerleading with Tammie Miller,
Less Walker, Denise Howard, Kim
Kemp, Cheryl Compton and Karon
Kemp as cheerleaders.
Twenty years ago
Airman First Class Roy D.
Williams is being assigned to
Richard-Gebaer AFB, Missouri,
after graduation from Aircraft
Engine Technicians School at
Sheppard AFB, Texas.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Bell, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Dowdy, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Weldon Henson, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hopkins,a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Thomas
Thweatt and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
John Sawyers.
Larry E. Myers, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert W. Myers, began basic
training at Naval Trailing Center,
Great Lakes, Ill.
Thirty years ago
Several cases of scarlet fever
have been reported in Calloway
County, according to Dr. J.A.
Outland, county health officer.
Army Pvt. Leland L. Lawrence
is serving with the 2nd Armored
Division in Germany. His wife is
the former Estelle Hopkins_
A.B. Austin was guest devotional
spiaker at a meeting of the Chris.
tian Women's Fellowship of First
Christian Church. Mrs. Ralph
Woods is president.
Mrs. L.R:: Putnam directed the
musical program presented at a
meeting of the Home Department
of the Murray Woman's Club.
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Couple married for 25 years today bowdy-Ruhlman vows solemnized

•

Mr. and Mrs. Charles
K. (Chuck) Guthrie are
today, Tuesday, Jan. 24,
celebrating their 25th
wedding anniversary.
Mrs. Guthrie, the
former Jewell Carroll,
is the daughter of Mrs.
Daisy Carroll of
Owensboro and thelate
Thomas A. Carroll.
Mr. Guthrie is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
A. Guthrie of
Hardinsburg&
The GuthKes have one
daughter, Joni, who is
married to Billy Joe
McDougal. The
McDougals soon will be
making their home in
Jacksonville, Fla.,
where he will be head
trainer at Jacksonville
University.
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie
also have one son, Marty, who lives in Paducah
and attends the Institute
of Electronic
Technology.
The Guthrie couple
said they wish to share,„
this happy occasion with
all their friends and
family.

Miss Lynette Gail
Dowdy and Steven
Joseph Ruhlman were
married in a fall
ceremony at the St.
James Church, Ferndale, Mich.
The bride is the
daughter of the late
W.H. Dowdy, formerly
of Murray, and Mrs.
Charles (Irene) Sparks
of Mesa, Ariz.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Hubert Dowdy and
of Mrs. Ruby Jewell and
the late John Jewell, all
of Murray.
The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
K. Ruhlman of Ferndale, Mich.
Mrs. Linda Distlerath
of Cincinnati, Ohio, was
the matron of honor.
The bridesmaids were
Mrs. Debra Ross, Hazel
Park, Mich., sister of
the bride, Miss Dorothy
Ruhlman, Ferndale,
Mich., sister of the
groom, Ms. Annette
Rosiek, Ferndale,
Mich., and Ms. Caroline
Mr. and Mrs. Charles K. (Chuck) Guthrie
Charles, Oak Park,
Mich.
Arnie Gunsch,
daughter of Richard and
Linda Gunsch, Troy,
Mich., was flower girl.
show in New York.
Carter is host of "A Bet- competition.
Dennis Ruhlman,
Carter's nomination is
ter Way," a series on
Carter sums up being
Daytime, the nationally- in the category of on live, call-in radio: Ferndale, Mich.,
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Joseph Ruhlman
syndicated cable televi- Outstanding Documen- 'You become painfully_ brother of the groom,
4_ and __DI,
was_bes*.man.
nephew fsf the bride and Fla_
High -Sctu:?,
tary Pcvsonalityr .cxd
sion-prop-ant.
aware of the
Institute of
were
a
and
is
Michael
Ushers
The
Lawrence
Raymond
bride
of
son
the
in
is
Way"
Better
"A
"A
and
Carter
Both
fleetingness of time
Technology. He is
Better Way" have been category for Outstan- when you have to bring Glasgow, Harold Akers Debra Ross of Hazel graduate of Hazel Park
High School. She is employed by Joe
nominated in On Cable ding Documentary even a most important and Dennis Latshaw, all Park, Mich.
of Ferndale, Mich., and
The bridal couple took employed by the 43rd Ruhlman Service,
Magazine's Third An- Program.
subject like the right to. Kurt Sladick, Pleasant a wedding trip to District Court, Fern- ,Southfield, Mich.
Rounding out his
nual Awards
die to a close for the Ridge, Mich.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Michigan's Ta- dale, Mich.
media participation,
newsbreak or a
The ringbearer was quamenon Falls and to
The groom is a Ruhlman are residing in
Carter recently pinchcommercial."
Raymond Ross III, New Smyrna Beach, graduate of Ferndale Ferndale, Mich.
hit for Sherrye Henry
Carter is the son of the
when she took a few
days off from her WOR late Mr. and Mrs. W.Z.
Radio two-hour talk Carter of Murray.

John Mack Carter featured on radio show
Murray native John
Mack Carter is fast
becoming a multi-media
man.
Besides being -editbt
in chief of Good
Housekeeping magazine
and director of
magazine development
for Hearst Magazines,
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Caroline Kennedy expected
to announce marriage

We're happy to anTina
that
nounce
Housden bride-elect of
has
Ryan,
David
selected her decorating
accessories from our
bridal registry.
The couple will be wed
March 10.

The Treasure House
•

Maw
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NEW YORK (AP) —
Wedding bells may soon
be ringing for Caroline
Kennedy and New York
design consultant Ed
Schlossberg, according
to a published report.
Miss Kennedy, 26, will
announce her engagement after her mother,
Jacqueline Kennedy
Onassis, returns from a
trip to India, the New

Pre-Season Close Out
On All 1983 Snappers
11 H.P. 30" Cut Rider
Reg $1,422.95 (Elect Start)

Now Only

$1,295°°

The death rate for
children 1 to 4 years old
dropped 53 percent between 1950 and 1980, due
mainly to reductions in
death rates from illnesses such as influenza, pneumonia and
leukemia, according to
the Health Insurance
Association of America.
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York Post reported.
Quoting unidentified
sources, the Post said
Miss Kennedy, an
employee of the
Metropolitan Museum
of Art, and Schlossberg,
36, a friend for two
years, visited the Kennedy family in Hyannisport, Mass., over
Thanksgiving.
Reporters' telephone
calls to Mrs. Onassis'
spokeswoman, Nancy
Tuckerman, were not
answered and Melody
Miller, an aide to Miss
Kennedy's uncle, Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy, DMass., said by telephone
from McLean, Va.; that
she knew nothing about
the report.
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Tennis play Thursday
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country
Club will play Thursday, Jan. 26, at Kenlake Tennis Center. The group will meet at 8:30 a.m. at
the entrance to the Murray-Calloway County
Park to go to Kenlake.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Alice
Rouse, Kathy Kopperud, Gayle Foster and
Renee Wynn; Court Two — Cindy Dunn, Martha
Andrus, Vicky Holton and Carol Waller; Court
Three — Annette Alexaner, Cecilia Brock,
Marilyn Gerrnann and Dianne Buckingham;
Court Four — Jennifer Hewlett, Cathy Mattis,
Vickie Jones and Laura Miller.

Lesson on Wednesday
The Arts and Crafts Special Interest Lesson on
"Finishing Pillows (Decorative)" for the
Calloway County Homemakers is scheduled
Wednesday, Jan. 25, at 9:30 a.m. at the Ellis
Center. Maxine Nance and Eva Hopkins will
direct the lesson.

Design class planned
Basic Landscape Design will be the class to be
taught im the Agriculture Department at
Calloway County High School beginning early
February. The class is open to the public and will
deal with the fundamentals of residential landscape design. For more information can Jamie
Potts, CCHS Agriculture Department, at
753-2545, during the school day. There will not b a
charge for the class.

Adults plan event
The Senior Adults of the First Baptist Church
will meet Thursday, Jan. 26, at noon for a meal of
chili, soup and pie by Archie. A "Know How"
session and program by Wayne Halley, minister
,of music, will follow lunch. The continuing project of the Adults is Need Line.

Men plan meeting
The Christian Men's Fellowship of the First
Christian Church has scheduled a dinner
meeting on Thursday, Jan. 26, at 6:30 p.m. in the
church parlor. For more information call Dan
McKeel.

COOK'S JEWELRY
central center 753.3314
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The Mac Frampton Trio will appear at the
Fine Arts Center, Paducah Community college,
Paducah, on Thursday, Jan. 26, at 8 p.m. This is
a part of the Lillian Lowry FOCUS Performing
Arts Series. Frampton, pianist, will be accompanied by bass and drums. Ticket information is
available by calling 1-442-6131, Extension 141.

PASS plans dinner
The Purchase Area Singles Society (PASS)
will meet Saturday, Jan. 28, at 7 p.m. at Bonanza
Sirloin, 1017 Joe Clifton Dr., Paducah. After dinner, the group will go to Cardinal Lanes for Midnight Bowling starting at 10 p.m. °All single
adults are welcome. For reservations call
Paducah, 1-898-2878, or Benton, 1-527-7253. The
events will be canceled in case of inclement
weather.

PWP plans dancing
The Greater Paducah Area Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will hold an evening square
dancing on Friday, Jan. 27, at 8 p.m. at the
American Legion Hall, Legion Drive, Paducah.
This activity is open to all single parents,
whether a member of PWP or not. The only requirement to become a member of Parents
Without Partners is to be a single parent by
reason of death, divorce, separation or never
married. For more information call 1-395-7733.

Tiffany Cunningham born
Mr. and Mrs. Ricky Dale Cunningham, Rt. 8,
are the parents of a daughter, Tiffany Brooke,
weighing seven pounds eight ounces, measuring
20 inches, born at 7:07 a.m. on Thursday, Jan. 19,
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The
mother is the former Tamra qsbron. The father
is employed with Cunningham Auto Repair.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. W.A. Cunningham, Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Osbron, Rt. 2, Hazel. Great-grandparents are
Mrs. Reba Parrish and Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Nix,
Murray,and Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Osbron, Rt. 2,
Hazel.
EGGS SERVE ROLE
Enjoy a fast-food dinner without leaving home.
You can create a meal in a wink with eggs —
fried, scrambled, poached, omeleted, quiched or
casseroled. Eggs are nature's original fast food.

Central Shopping Center
753-1606
Murray, Ky.

All 10 KT-14 KT.
GOLD WEDDING BANDS
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1 2% A.P.R. Financing Available
7/
During Month of Jan.
Come By & Register For Free Color
T.V. To Be diven Away Jan. 28th

Trio will perform

THE TIMELESS BEAUTY
OF REAL GOLD FOR
LOVE THAT WILL
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Students named, Murray
Bill Wells, principal,
Mark Brady, assistant
principal, and Wanda
Gough, guidance
counselor, have released the nine-weeks'
honor roll at Murray
High School as follows:
All As
Seniors
Charles Cella, John
McFeron and Jeremy
White.
Juniors
Shawn Parker.
Sophomores
Angel Adams, Leslie
Adams, Phil Billington,
Jacqueline Boltz, Laura
Cella, Luke Harrington
and Jennifer Kratzer.
Freshmen
Kelly Bolls, Kenneth
Hainsworth, Bill Maddox, Jodi Schwan and
Mark West.
All As and Bs
Seniors
Emily Apperson,
Julie Baker, Steve
Beyer, Lisa Bogard,
Mark Boggess, George

Friebel, Matt
Harrington,
Rodney Key, Luann
Loberger, Trevor
Mathis, Lisa Mikulcik,
Tronda Parrish, James
William Phillips II,
Richard Rogers,
Amy Ross, Alison
Sears, Robert Stout,
David Whitten, Tim
Wilcox, Kim Wilham
and Anastasia Willett.
Juniors
Rebekah Brock, Coral
Chan, Kelly Chilcutt,
Kim Greer, Ann Harcourt, Shelly Howell,
Jennifer Kurz, Robert
Lyons,
Sherry Meadows, Suzzanne Meeks, Alicia
Nunnally, David Randolph, Amy Roos, Todd
Ross, Kendra Thurmond and Mike Wilkins.
Sophomores
Amy Asbridge, Tammy Barlow, Jason Billington, Leslie Borge,
Kelly Cathey, Shannon
Christopher, Tina
Cooper, Deidre
Daugherty,
David Dill, Huong
Dinh, Heather Doyle,

Lee Ellen Estes,
Michele Garland, Anne
Marie Hale, Jon Mark
Hall, Jill James,
Richard Jones, Sean
Kelly, Lynn Koenecke,
Kelly Lyles, Melanie
McClain, Mitzi
McDougal, Christy
Moseley, Shannon
Parker,
Denise Randolph,
Joey Rexroat, Deborah
Roos, Lisa Shoemaker,
Kelly Steely, Megan
Stroup, Natascha Tubbs
and Chrissv Wolf.
Freshmen
Mitzi Boggess, Shelia
Clendenon, Marla Ford,
Melissa Gray, Lee
Angela Holcomb, Hugh
Houston, Richard Jobs,
Gail Johnson,
Amy Long, Kenneth
Mikulcik, Sean Moore,
Elizabeth Oakley, Mitch
Phillips, Rachel
Russell, Mary Jo Simmons, Anthony Wade,
Terri Walker, Charla
Walston, Shannon
Wells, Christy West,
Lisa Whitaker, Rebecca
Wolf and Benn Yoo.

Newborns, dismissals released

Jon,

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Thursday,
Jan. 19, was 95 adults
and six in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Girl Dabbs,
parents, Robbie and
Danny, Rt. 1, Hazel;
Baby Girl Cunningham, parents,
Tamra and Ricky, Rt. 8;
Baby Girl Oliver,
naxents, Patricia and
John, Rt. 1, Buchanan,
Tenn.;
Baby Boy Roberts,
parents, Stephanie and
David, Rt. 4.
Dismissals were as
follows:
M rs
Tainela F.
Taylor and baby girl,
Rt. 2, Wingo; Mrs.
Laura M. Taylor and
baby girl, New Concord; Miss Tiffany M.
Minter, Hardin; Miss
Peggy Jo Edwards, 733
Nash Dr.;
Gerald J. North, Rt. 5,
Benton; Trenton L. Cornwell, Rt. 9, Benton;
Ricky D. Conner, Rt. 1,
Hardin; Michael Travis
Lamb, Puryear, Tenn.;
Coy Ancle Mathis, Rt. 1,
Sedalia;
Mrs. Sue K. Britt, Rt.

Coming community events
Tuesday, Jan. 24
Murray Lions Club is
scheduled to meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray
Woman's Club House.
Inquiry Class will
start 7 p.m. at St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
Vietnam Veterans
and other interested
persons will meet at 7
p.m. at Pagliai's
Restaurant meeting
room.
Legion meeting of
Murray Moose Lodge
will be at 8 p.m. with officers to meet at 7 p.m.
Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet at
8 p.m. in western portion of Livestock and
Exposition Center.
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
For information call
762-2504, 753-41264
753-8987 or 762-2667.
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
Memorial Baptist
Church will have a
church-wide skating
party at 6 p.m.

1, Farmington; Miss parents, Connie and
Lori A. McDaniel, Rt. 1, Jackie, Rt. 5, Benton.
Dexter; David W.
Dismissals were as
Murray Band
Lessman, Rt. 7; Miss follows:
Boosters
will meet at
Mary Jane Grogan, Rt.
Mrs. Freda Summars,
1, Hardin; Mrs. Sallie A. Puryear, Tenn.; 7:30 p.m. in band room
Spiceland, Rt. 4;
Richard Eldridge, Rt. 2; of Murray High School.
Mrs. Ethel M. Walker, James E. Wilson, 430
Board of Humane
Rt. 8; Mrs. Lois H. George St., Cairo, Ill.;
Earhart, Rt. 1, Dover, Buddy Mack Boyd, Rt. Society of Calloway
County will meet at 6:30
Tenn.; Mrs. Katherine 1, Almo;
Girtler, 509 W. State
Mrs. Erma R. Nan- p.m. at Calloway Public
Line, South Fulton, ney, 411 South Eighth Library. This is open to
Tenn.; Mrs. Trudy St.; Mrs. Mary E. the public.
_
Miller, Rt. 2.
Smother sir,- R. -"--•
Basic lathe woodturnMrs. Marie Wyatt, Rt.
8: Mrs. Peggy Gates, ing course will start at 6
p.m. in Room 104, InCensus at Murray. Rt.7;
dustrial
Education
Calloway County
Mrs. Pamela Lackey,
Hospital for Friday, Rt. • 1, Henry, Tenn.; Building, Murray State
Jan. 20, was 89 adults Mrs. Cindy Holt and University. Note change
and eight in nursery.
baby girl, Rt. 1, Almo; of date from earlier
Newborn admissions Mrs. Robbie Dabbs and announcement.
were as follows:
baby girl, Rt. 1, Hazel;
Academic Bowl with
Baby Boy Janow,
Mrs. Cytennia
parents, Teresa and Walston and baby boy, Murray High School vs.
Stephen, 1104 Mulberry Sedalia; Thomas Blair, Christian County and
St.;
Rt. 1, Farmington; For- Hopkinsville will be at 5
Baby Girl Bratton, rest Paschall, Rt. 2, p.m. in Murray High
parents, Janice and Puryear, Tenn.; Mits. School Library.
Robert, Rt. 2, Puryear, Amy Barnett, 309 South
Wednesday, Jan. 25
Tenn.;
11th St.;
Hazel and Douglas
Baby Girl McDaniel,
Mrs. Luvirney Smith,
parents, Nancy and Rt. 1, Farmington; Centers will be open
Ronald, Rt. 8, Cardinal Luther Gardner, Box from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Ridge Apt. 11;
673, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. for activities by senior
Baby Girl Moreland, Jenny Paschall, Rt. 2, citizens.
parents, Marty and Joe, Puryear, Tenn.;
Exercise Class will be
Rt. 3, Benton;
William Barnhill, Rt. 2,
at 7 p.m. at Murray
Baby Boy McElwain, Buchanan, Tenn.
Moose Lodge.

Wednesday, Jan.25

Thursday, Jan. 26
Events at First BapZeta Department of
tist Church will be Exerthe Murray Woman's
cise Class at 11 a.m.,
Club will meet at 7:30
Fellowship Supper at
p.m. at club house.
5:45 p.m., Children's
Choirs and Youth
Murray-Calloway
Prayer meeting at 6:30
County Association for
p.m., Prayer meeting at
Gifted Education will
6:45 p.m., Youth Choir
meet at 7 p.m. at
at 7 p.m. and Adult
Calloway Public
Choir at 7:45 p.m.
Library. This is open to
all interested persons.
Bible classes for all
ages wil be at 7:30 p.m.
The Single Connection
at West Murray Church
will have its weekly
of Christ.
discussion at 7 p.m. in
classroom on third
Events at •First
floor, Education
Presbyterian Church
Building, First United
will be Choir Practice
Methodist Church. For
and Youth Group at 6:30
information call
p.m.
436-2174, 762-6856 or
759-4045.
Bible classes will be
at 7 p.m. at Seventh and
Alcoholics
Poplar Church,of Christ.
Anonymous and AlAnon will have closed
Council on Ministries
meetings at 8 p.m. at
of First United
First Christian Church,
Methodist Church will
Benton. For information
meet at 5:30 p.m. for a call
753-0061, 762-3399,
meal and workshop at
753-7764, 753-5094 or
the church.
753-7663.
----Events at Memorial
Mayfield Christian
Baptist Church will be
Singles Connection will
Joyful Sounds at 6 p.m.,
meet at 6:45 p.m. at St.
Prayer meeting, Youth
Martin's Episcopal
meeting, GAs, RAs and Church,
Wilson Ave.,
Mission Friends at 7
Mayfield. For informap.m. and Sanctuary
tion call 1-247-9490 or
Choir at 8 p.m.
1-247-7958.
Events at Westside
Baptist Church will be
Fellowship meal at 6
p.m., Teacher Training
at 6:30 p.m., Mission
Organizations and
Prayer service at 7 p.m.
And Adult Choir at 8
p.m.

Compassionate
Parents will meet at
7:30 p.m. at Calloway
County Health Center.
For information call
753-3381.
Front Porch Swing
will meet at,7 p.m. at
First Christihn Church.

Thursday, Jan. 26
Murray Art- Guild will
meet at 10 a.m. at the
Guild.

Magazine Club is
scheduled to meet at
2:30 p.m.

Murray State University Chess Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at Curris
Center. This is open to
the public. '

Chapter 50 of Disabled
American Veterans and
Auxiliary are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at
Legion Hall.

Christian Men's
Fellowship of First
Christian Church will
meet at 6:30 p.m. in
church parlor.

Events at First Baptist Church will be
Mothers Day Out at 9
" am., Exercise Class at
11 a.m., Senior Adults at
Murray Business and noon, Children's Bell
Professional Women Choir at 3:15 p.m., and
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Bowling at 7 p.m.
Seven Seas Restaurant.
Mothers Day Out will
Mac Frampton Trio be at 9 a.m. at Goode
will appear at 8 p.m. in Shepherd United
Methodist Church.
Fine Arts Center
Paducah Community
College, Paducah.

Thursday, Jan. 26
Senior citizens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel

Thursday, Jan.26
and Douglas Centers
and from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.

Parents have new wrinkle
to get kids, hands washed
Parents now have a
new wrinkle in enticing
their kids to wash their
hands before they eat.
The Medical and
Pharmaceutical Bureau
says frequent hand.
washing may help to
prevent the common
cold.
Cold -calming, viruses

can enter your body only when you come in
contact with fluid from
the eyes, nose or mouth
of a person who has a
cold.
Cold viruses also may
be sent through the air
when the person witha
cold coughs or sneezes.

HEALTH
Sex after surgery
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - Four open. The medical term for
years ago I had a prostate this is retrograde ejaculagland operation. After tion. It occurs in almost all
surgery, sex was possible men who have had a prosbut the climax was disap- tate gland operation
poiating.
You will be interested in
Now at 72, I'm in good reading the Health Letter
health, sex has improved 15-6, Prostate Gland Proband my prostate has not lems, which I am sending
enlarged. My erections also you. Others who want this
have improved. The one issue can send 75 cents with
remaining problem, howev- a long, stamped, selfer, is the orgasm. I have addressed envelope for it to
them, but I don't always rec- me, in care of this newspaognize them as such, except per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
for the release of tensions City Station. New York, NY
and the need to urinate 10019.
afterward.
DEAR DR. LAMB - My
: My wife is three years husband often has night,
younger and satisfied with mares and kicks me on my
our sex life.
shins and tailbone. I have
Evidently each man arthritis, so it really hurts
reacts differently after pros- when this happens.
tate surgery. I'm very interIs he really asleep? If so, a
ested in the sexual reactions is there a cure?
of other men who have had .DEAR ,,READER this operation. Men my age Undoubtedly he is asleep..
don't seem to 'talk much Many people make violent
about their sex lives, but sex movements during the night.
has always been important Even in a light sleep they
to me.
are unable to control their
DEAR READER - I actions.
included your letter in this
Such movements during
column to encourage and sleep are not indicative of a
reassure other men who medical problem. There is
have prostate surgery that no disease to be cured or
in time, after the more com- specific habit changes that
mon operation (tran- would help. He might
surethral resection), normal respond to an antihistaminsexual activity can be ic, which might produce
resumed.
more tranquil sleep, but I
There is a change in the don't like to see people take
way ejaculation occurs. The medicine for sleep when
sphincter at the outlet of the there's no real medical probbladder, attached to the lem.
prostate gland, often is
A more practical solution
damaged. There is no way would be twin beds. I usually
the center of the prostate don't recommend these for
gland can be reamed out happily married couples, but
without damaging this area. there are some situations
As a result, during an where they improve the
orgasm the ejaculate moves marriage: avoiding being
back into the bladder kicked in the shins is one of
because the sphincter is those situations.

Mofield is SIU alumni president
Dr. Ray Mofield, professor of journalism and
radio-television at Murray State University,
has begun his year as
president of the
Southern Illinois
University National
Alumni Association.
Mofield received his
doctorate from SIU in
the class of 1964. He has
previously represented
the 109,000 Southern
graduates as a member
of the Board of
Trustees, two years as
vice president and a
year as president-elect.
The group members in
all 50 states and about
150 foreign countries.
His professional work
spanned 14 years in
radio and television stations in Benton and
Paducah, Chicago and
New York before beginning a college teaching
career at SIU in 1959.

A native of Hardin, been named as both
Mofield served five Teacher of the Year and
years as director of Citizen of the Year.
academic affairs for the
Their daughter, Ruth
Department of Radio- Ann Mofield, formerly
Television and also taught broadcasting at
directed news and Western Illinois Universports for WSIU-FM and sity, Macomb. She holds
TV Channel 8.
the B.A. from David
Lipscomb and the M.A.
Dr. Mofield earned
from Murray State. She
the B.A. with distinction
now is director of broadat Murray State, the
casting at FreedM.A. in economics at
Hardeman College,
Columbia, the Ph. D. in
Henderson, Tenn.
communications at
Miss Mofield now is
Southern Illinois, and
serving on the Murray
did graduate work in
State Alumni Board.
radio and television at
Her father served two
Northwestern Universiterms as president of
ty. He has collected a
their group and in 1981
long list of civic and prowas named Distinguishfessional honors.
ed Alumnus.
His wife, the former
Dr. Mofield has
Janie Bloomingburg, is preached for 24 years at
chairman of the Depart- Churches of Christ in
ment of Home Carbondale and HarEconomics at Marshall risburg, Ill., and the
County High School. She most recent for 17 years
has three degrees from at Cave-in-Rock in HarMurray State and has din County, Illinois.
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CHEESE NUTRIENT WINNER
How important is cheese nutritionally in the
average American diet? It contributes 6.1 percent of the protein, 15.8 percent of the calcium
and 3.8 percent riboflavin. Cheese also provides
significant amounts of other nutrients.

Model WWA70508
• 3 cyCles including
permanent press
• Two wash/spin speeds—
regular and gentle
• Three wash/rinse temperature combinations
• Soak cycle

DRYER
Model 00E530013
• Four cycles
• Rust-resistant porcelain
enamel finished drum
• Up to 130 minute timed
Cycle
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Ricky Harris elected as master
Ricky Harris has been
elected master of Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted
Masons for the year of
1984.
Other officers are as
follows:
Eddie Jones, senior
warden; Robert Jourdan, junior warden;
Phil Hale, senior
deacon; David Holt,
junior deacon;
Cecil Taylor,
treasurer; Charlie
Lassiter, secretary;
Carl Dalton, senior
steward; Jimmy Greer,
Junior steward;
Larry Roberts,
chaplain; John Grogan,
marshalI; Timothy
Stone, tiler.
The lodge meets the
first Saturday in each
month at 7 p.m. at the
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Radioactive steel has already been used in construction
ALBUQUERQUE,
N.M. (AP) — Radioactive reinforcing steel
made in Mexico has
already reached construction sites in New
Mexico and Arizona,
and the contaminated
material may contain 3.5
times the radiation first
reported, authorities
said.
The tainted steel,
which American suppliers bought from a
Mexican foundry and
sold to construction
companies, has already
been used in several
building projects in
Arizona, including
homes, officials said
Monday.
It was found at New
Mexico construction
sites, but was not yet in
place, and it has also
turned up at supply
companies in Texas and
California.
A building supply
company' in Albuquerque said Monday that it
had unknowingly sold 60
tons of the contaminated steel to construction companies

and secondary
suppliers.
"This has been a real
nightmare," said
Michael Smith,
manager of the
Albuquerque -based
Smith Pipe and Steel Co.
"We don't usually carry
around Geiger counters
in our business."
The contamination
first was discovered last
week when a truck carrying steel passed
through a radiation
detector at Los Alamos
National Laboratory
and triggered an alarm.
Smith said he had
bought three truckloads
— about 70 tons — of
reinforcing steel, known
as rebar, from the
Aceros de Chihuahua
foundry in Chihuahua,
Mexico. All but about 10
tons were sold before he
learned some contained
low levels of cobalt 60, a
radioactive isotope used
for radiation therapy in
hospitals, he said.
Smith said it was the
first time he had done
business with the Mexican firm.

In Phoenix, the been shipped to Arizona vironmental Improve- for
radioactivity, he Surveillance, Sector, already had been set in
Arizona Radiation have now risen to 500 ment Division in- said.
said Friday.
concrete, but none of
Regulatory Agency said tons.
vestigators are checkThe scope of the
At a few of the those rods was radioactests revealed radiation
A Nuclear Regulatory ing 150 construction survey, expected to take surveyed
sites the rebar tive, Millard said.
levels of up to 350 Commission official sites around the state, up to two
weeks, could
millirems per hour at said Mexican in- including 100 in Albu- be
narrowed if Mexican
suppliers' yards around vestigators may have querque, where possibly authorities
can deterPhoenix and Mesa. traced one source of the contaminated rebar mine when
the conEarlier readings had in- contaminated steel, may have been stored or tamination
occurred,
dicated levels of 10 to 12 which has also surfaced used, officials said.
Buhl said.
millirems.
in Texas and California.
Tom Buhl, chief of the
"There might be
The permissible
Ralph Heyer, a health
radiation dosage for physicist with the state Radiation Protec- something that will
U.S. workers in the, NRC's regional office in tion Bureau, said that as allow us to say steel purnuclear industry is 5,000 Arlington, Texas, said of Monday, con- chased before a certain
millirems per year, and investigators checking a taminated steel had date was not conAARA director Charles Juarez, Mexico, turned up at four sites, taminated," he said. By Abigail
Van Buren
Tedford said the rebar scrapyard on Friday but none had been used "That would really help
in
a
building
surveying
our
lot."
yet.
a
found in supply yards had found scrap metal
Other sites were being
has been isolated and emitting high levels of
Officials declined to
checked by two survey reveal specific
appears to have caused radiation.
locations
no harm to workers.
until all the sites can be
Heyer said the yard, teams, he said.
"You would have to which had shipped
Customers who checked.
sleep on top of one of metal to Aceros de bought steel from Smith
DEAR ABBY: I've been thinking about the letter you
"It ranges from
published recently from a woman signed "Crushed." She
those piles for quite a Chihuahua, has been Pipe and Steel that was
private homes to small thought she had an ideal marriage,
but after her husband
long time." Tedford shut down until officials marked with the "AC"
offices to major died, his secretary delivered his personal belongings and
said.
locate the original symbol of Aceros de buildings —
mostly among them were some "love letters" from two women
Some of the steel has source of the con- Chihuahua were asked
homes," Jere Millard, These letters nearly destroyed her and consumed her with
already been shipped to taminated scrap.
hate due to her husband's deceit.
to set the material aside program manager
of
Having been,, a secretary for many years, I wonder how
secondary suppliers and
New Mexico En- until it has been checked the EID's
Radiatio:( necessary it vAs for the secretary to have included those
used in construction
"love letters" with the rest of his belongings? Why didn't
projects, including
the secretary do the decent thing and destroy them?
homes, said Tedford.
I wonder how other secretaries feel.
Estimates that an
PAT IN KEARNY, ARIZ.
overall total of 300 tons
PIKEVILLE, Ky. loading place."
•*•
thing.
of potentially con(AP) — A proposal to
But even one truck
"You can follow a coal
taminated rebar had
DEAR ABBY: While reading the letter from "Crushed,"
amend Kentucky's operator, George Aux- truck
on some of these who was
presented with love letters from other Ifmen
truck "tarp law" to give ier, head of Ramco narrow
roads, you can't after her husband died, a little bell rang in my mind. I
drivers more leeway in Trucking Co. in Paint- pass,
and if there's was reminded of a confidence trick whereby the con artist
preventing spillage has sville, said he opposed !lathing
to restrain that sends hard-core pornography to a man he knows to have
not gained unversal ac- the amendment for coal up
there, it's recently died. (The obituary column provides this infore eptanc e , even in other than very short hazardous.
mation.) The widow, profoundly shocked and desperate to
avoid scandal, pays the bill—usually huge and supposedly
eastern Kentucky, home hauls.
"I believe in safety representing several months of
of the coal trucks.
Auxier said he knew over profit," Brown - Although no monetary gain a long-standing account.
would be involved in the
WE ORDERED
Under the law, most the hazards to truckers said.
case of "Crushed," anyone with malice toward the dead
coal truckers use tar- of climbing atop their
TOO MANY SCHOOL SEWING MACHINES
Rep. Charles man or his wife could manufacture these "love letters."
paulins or nylon mesh loads to struggle with Holbrook,
'Crushed" should examine the postmarks, if any, on the
NECCHI'S Educational Department anticipated sales to schools
D-Ashland,
envelopes, and if they postdate her husband's death, she
covers that allow rain or stiff, unwieldy tar- agreed,
would be LARGE. Due to economic conditions these sales were
saying his wind- should be, like me ...
snow to pass through paulins, expecially in shield
was once cracked
UNCLAIMED! These HEAVY DUTY school machines must be sold!
SUSPICIOUS IN CANADA
without freezing onto winter.
by a flying lump of coal.
School's DEMAND THE BEST! These machines are MADE OF
the cover.
•
•
•
"We've had broken
"Ashland has an orMETAL and will sew all fabrics! CANVAS, DENIM, UPHOLSTERY,
Wayne T. Rutherford, legs and arms, just the
dinance mandating a
NYLON TRICOT. STRETCH .V94YL, EVEN.AEW ON LEATHER! All
DEAR ABBY: Please print this for "Crushed":
president 'of the Moun- jolt from the fall when a cover,"
Holbrook said,
I, too, have been married to a wonderful, honorable man
machines carry Necchi's 25 year warranty. With the NEW 1984
tain Truckers Associa- fellow gets up on the "and
prior to that there (for almost 38 years) and I have never questioned his
Necchi model 534 sewing machine, set the color coded dial and
tion Inc., said the side of a truck in winter were
a lot of complaints faithfulness. If he should die before I do, and someone
amendment would allow in rain or snow. It's about
see magic. Zig-zag, any size buttonhole, straight, invisible blincoal in the street. would bring me evidence of his unfaithfulness, I would be
other approaches.
dhem, monogram, sews on buttons and snaps, topstitch, elastic
dangerous," Auxier I haven't heard any suspicious of the bringer.
"This law is simple," said.
Has it occurred to you that the secretary could have
stitch, straight stretch stitch. NO MORE need for old fashioned
complaints since the orsaid Rutherford, predicStill, he said, for long dinance went into cared for your husband and been jealous of his devotion to
cams or programmers. ALL THIS AND MORE
you'? What better way to hurt you than to bring you
ting that it would pass.
trips, "I encourage tarp effect."
"evidence" that would break your heart and desecrate his
"It
would
allow
...YOUR PRICE WITH THIS AD ONLY
use and always have. I
Boyd County Judge- memory?
truckers options instead think it's best.
Are you absolutely certain that these letters are legitiExecutive Paul Purvis
of the cover," the
"Without a cover, a had a clear opinion: mate? I do not believe they are. And you should not
believe it either.
former Pike County driver is going tiz get a "They
PLACE: Holiday Inn Room 113
should defeat
A FRIEND IN ILLINOIS
judge-executive said.
citation for spilling coal that thing."
S. 12th St. At US 641
"They could bring on the highway — coal
•••
"It's needed," Purvis
down the height of their or gravel or any
said of the tarp law. "If
DATE & TIME: Friday 12 noon-6 p.m.,
load," he said. "They material that goes
DEAR ABBY: Here are my thoughts about the widow
it doesn't stay in effect,
signed "Crushed":
Saturday 10 am-4 pm
could extend sideboards above the sideboards,"
the streets and roads
You were right to tell her that if she "thought" she had
to hold it. they could in- he said.
Jan. 27 and 28 Only
will be abused terribly." a good marriage, she had one—regardless of what she
stall metal, at angles up
Rutherford said the
Rutherford said coal learned later.
Visa, Mastercard and Your Checks Welcome
and in, so that excess dangers of installing the
And now I have a message for all secretaries: Should
primacy regulations
coal slides off at the tarps prompted the
would still mandate your boss die suddenly, if you have never been snoopy
amendment, sponsored truck covers on in- before, now is the time to be snoopy. Look through his
"personal things" and conveniently throw away anything
by Democratic state terstatelikaLways.
that would cause undue grief to his widow. If the wife was
Part ofa series of messages from South Central Bell.
Reps. Clayton Little of
In 198-27h7cost of all not aware that her husband had been playing around
Virgie and Ron Cyrus of accidents rose to $88.4 while he was alive, what good would it do her to know
Flatwoods.
billion from $87.4 billion after he is dead'?
I have been married for 40 years. Sign me ...
Even eastern Ken- in 1981. However, deaths
LOVING WIFE. COLUMBIA,S.C.
tucky legislators are not owing to these accidents
united on the need to dropped for the fourth
•••
change the law.
year in a row. A Na(If you put off writing your thank-you notes beState Rep. Ray 0. tional Safety Council
Brown, D-Sandy Hook, report notes that 93,000 cause you don't know how to phrase them, get
said he had made no accidental deaths occur- "How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Send $2
On January 1, 1984,South Central Bell and
local home or office phone service. In fact you
and a long, stamped (37 cents), self-addressed
commitment
, but "I red in 1982 — down 6,000 envelope to Abby, Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 38923,
other local Bell telephone companies were
can choose to keep your servicejust as it is. If you
don't think it's a good from 1981.
decide to make changes in your service, however,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)
separated from AT&T.
you'll notice some differences.
But South Central Bell is still your phone
company.As part ofa holding company called
Use these phone numbers.
.
iffitleiifialMOMIMWMMOIMIMemmimimmmiovii.•la-Via-I-Via,
BellSouth, we'll continue to provide dependable
Now,when you need help with your phone
to
service. For your home.And for your business.
or phone service,you should use these phone
While there are many changes taking place,
numbers, which may be differentfrom some
there will be little immediate effect on your basic
you've used in the past.

Late Husband's Love Notes
Belong with Dead Letters

'Tarp law' not accepted

OOPS!

$2290
. 0

Without this ad $529.00

4E,

Where do Ifind the
phone services I need?

tototo

TYPE OF SERVICE NEED

NUMBER TO CALL
GENERAL

une SenAan

RESIDENCE

Order or change

444-5060'

Bailing quesuons

444-5011'

Repair of line

I BOO 822-2000

Nev•South Central Sell Phones& Other Equipment
Single-line

BUSINESS
685-9200'
5694400'
I 800822-8000

1800251-6122

1800251-6122

Multi-fine

1 800235-5273

1800235-5273

Repair If South Central Bell equipment°bored alter 1/1/841

1 800 255-8353'
. 1800 272-2355

-

Disabled Customers
Speaking customers

I 800544-5000

TDO or Teletype customers

I 800251-5325

Equipment obtained before 1/1/84 — Speaking

1 800233-1222

Equipment obtained before 1/1/84 — TDO

1800833-3232

SellSouth Stock Intormation

I 800631-3311

//you have qua:Pons about Sell equipment that was In use before 111941, use these numbers:

S

Ming Repair or smigle-ine Se3
PIIX

I 900 55543 I I I

data repair

I BOO 247-7000
7800242-2727

Oder repair

I BOO 526-2000

• If the nurreer listed is outsee your tocal calirg area please clef I then tne nsenber Long distance nurnters are toll free
•• Dunng 30 days followng purchase For remand& or warranty period. ccexact the manutacturer

Coping with change.
By keeping these phone numbers handy,
you should have little or no difficulty in
obtaining the telephone services you need. N.Ve're
doing everything we can to make things as
easy as possible during this period of change.
And nothing wiN affect the high quality

r-

CALLON US.

of service you've come to expect from us.
If you have questions or want more information, return the coupon below. Or call on us
at the Bell Answer Center, I 800 555-5000,
toll free,8 a.m. till 8 p.m. CST, Monday through
Friday.
We're still your phone company.

Send to Eel Answer Center.PO lkoc 34040.Lainvalle.KY40232

Information please! I'd like to know more aboutchanges in my telephone service.
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NIGHT
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to
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to KENLAKE RESORT
to
to
to DINING ROOM
I
to
to
to
ENTREE'S INCLUDE: Roast Round of Buffalo Carved On The Line,
to B.B.Q.
Buffalo, Buffalo Salisbury Steak, Fried Chicken.
to
to
VEGETABLES INCLUDE: County Fried Potatoes, Baked Beans,
to
to
to Turnip Greens, Black Eyed Peas,2Large Salad Bars, Featuring Ky.
to
to Made Cheeses, And Assorted Desserts. (Includes Drink)
to
ALL FOR ONLY
to
to
toto
toto
$7
9
5
$
4
9
5
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on the house
By ANDY LANG

with the pumice, some
think oil is better. And
some feel that a light
machine, such as an
oscillator, gets superior
results.
Years of experience
with powdered pumice
have produced certain
conclusions. One is that
a felt pad is the ideal instrument for the rubbing. Another is that oil is
a better lubricant for
the beginner. Water
cuts a little faster, but if
not used very carefully,
can damage the finish.
Later, when you become

more skilled at rubbing
with pumice, you can
try it with water.
If this is so, then why
not use oil all the time
and forget about water
whether you are an expert or a novice?
Because, for one thing,
water should never be
used on shellac. Secondly, water leaves an unsoiled finish on varnish
or lacquer, whereas oil
leaves a bit of
stickiness. Oil,
therefore, requires an
extra step — wiping. A
clean, damp cloth is us-

ed for the wiping,
followed by a second goingover with a clean,
dry cloth. In all rubbing
and wiping, always
work in the direction of
the grain.
In rubbing with the
powdered pumice and a
lubricant, whether oil or
water, dip the pad lightly in the liquid, then rub
without much pressure.
The oil can be paraffin
oil, crude oil, a light
mineral oil and even the
ordinary oil used for
sewing machines.
The slightest foreign
Ingredient in the
pumice, on the rubbing
pad or in the wiping
cloth
By ANDY LANG
Using an electrical building. How long
should ches, can cause scratAP Newsfeatures
heating unit to soften the nails be?
Or, to put it should so everything
Q. — My brother and I paint. It says the device another way,
be carefully inhow far spected before
expect to build a house has no flame and should
being usthe nails penetrate
ed. Some
or, at least, get started therefore is safe. Do you into
the framing sift the wood finishers
on one, some time this think this will do the
powder through
members?
a piece
year. We have been do- job?
A. — The nails should elimina of cheesecloth to
te any bits of
ing some pricing of
A. — Probably, but it
go at least one inch into grit.
materials and have will use a lot of electricithe framework. Be sure
When the pumice rubfound them very high. ty. Remember that such
We have been told we a device can only soften you take into account any bing has been comcan save a lot of money the old paint. You will other material you are pleted, the finish should
by using green lumber. still have to scrape it using in addition to the be very smooth and with
Is this a practical idea? off, just as you will have hardboarsi, which might a kind of satiny apWe plan on doing most to if you apply a be building paper, pearance. Some persons
of the work ourselves.
chemical remover. It's building paper and prefer a higher gloss. If
A. — Yes, you can the scraping that is the sheathing or just you are one of those, you
will have to get the
save considerable hardest part of the job. sheathing.
• • •
desired look by
money by using green Ask your dealer if he
Q. — I always seem to repeating the rubbing
lumber, but it is usually has a chemical remover
moist and rough, requir- which is applied and have trouble determining procedure, but this time
ing a lot more work than then hosed off rather how much paint is needed with rottenstone or a
dried lumber. If you than scraped off. A to cover a room, in- rubbing compound. Rotwant to get a proper friend who tried it said it cluding the ceiling, with a tenstone also comes in
perspective on working was faster, but that it single coat. Is there some powdered form. The
principles for its use are
with green lumber, get a was also messy. When way I can figure it out?
A. — Yes, but it is the same as pumice;
copy of. a book by Leigh you get down to it, there
Seddon. It is called is no simple method of merely a general for- that is, when water is
"Green Lumber Con- removing old paint from mula. After you get the used as the lubricant, it
estimate, you will have to will cut faster but is a
struction' and is the outside of a house.
• • •
use common sense to tell bit trickier to use. Also,
published by Garden
Way Associates,
Q. — We plan to put up you whether some ad- as with the pumice, the
Charlotte, VT 05445. It a small building on our justments must be made. water should not be used
nennyigives a true picture of property-about 25 yards -Measure the- 'length of on shellac.
There are different
working with green from the house. It will each wall to be painted,
lumber, including its need an asphalt shingle add the lengths and schools of thought on
many disadvantages, roof. In s'ome multiply by the height. how much time should
and is frank about costs. preliminary discussiqns This will give you the elapse between the use
• • •
with the roofer, I have square footage of the of pumice *and rotQ. — We have a toilet suggested roofing felt room. Then
you must sub- tenstone. One school
bowl that is partially over the wooden deck tract
approximately 15 says the rotteostone can
stopped up. After a before the shingles are square
feet for each win- be used immediately
number of tests, I have put on. He says this dow
and 21 square feet for after the pumice,
concluded something is somtimes traps
each door. For the ceil- another believes at least
caught in the bowl ap- moisture between the
ing, multiply the width of a week is the proper
paratus, since water covering and the surthe room by its length. To time. This department
thinks
readily drains. The par- face of the roof deck, but
determine how much period the waiting
tial stoppage occurs I read somewhere the
paint you will need, read learnedis better, having
when there is paper in felt is a necessity. What
a
the paint label, which will that, in long time ago
the bowl. Can I remove is your view?
wood finishing,
tell
you
the number of it is usually better to
the bowl and find the obA. — It is generally
ject blocking the agreed by roofing ex- square feet one gallon allow even more time
will cover. You then must between steps
passageway?
perts that the roofing
than
divide
the total area to be generally recommendA. — Yes, but it is a felt serves a number of
tricky chore that re- useful purposes, not the painted by the number of ed. This is especially
quires knowledge of least of which is to pre- square feet the one gallon true in what is done to
what you are doing, plus vent the entrance of will cover. Sound com- the finish after the final
a measure of skill. It is a wind-driven rain onto plicated? It really isn't if coat has been applied. A
job best left to the the deck should any you take it one step at a finish should be truly
hard. not just dry,
plumber. Tackle it only shingles be damaged or time.
before anything is done
if you have had some torn later by abnormal• • •
to it.
plumbing experience.
ly high winds. The
• • •
roofer is right in one
Q. — I will soon have respect. Coated sheets
to repaint the outside of of heavy felt could trap
our house. It is badly in the moisture, as he
need of fixing before the says. But this will not
painting. I first planned occur if 15-pound
on removing the old, asphalt-saturated felt or
scaling paint with a other "breather"
burner, but my neighbor materal of low vapor
has convinced me that is resistance is used.
too dangerous. One of
• • •
the paint stores in my
Q. — I am going to inneighborhood is adver- stall hardboard on
a yard
One way to get an ext r a smooth,
professional-type finish
on a piece of furniture
that has been varnished,
lacquered or shellacked
is to rub it with pumice
stone in the form of
powder.
Different wood
finishers have different
pet methods in the use of
pumice powder. Some
favor a felt pad for the
rubbing, some a burlap
pad. Some think water
is the proper lubricant
to use in combination
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FLOOR PLAN

MA 1Z114K

A FEATURE OF THIS HOUSE IS A floor plan
zoned for comfortable living. The
T-shaped family room-kitchen-dinette opens to a rear
terrace. The formal living-and dining
rooms are at the front of house and away from fan#1,
traffic. There are thre0i2dro9tris in
the sleeping wing. Plan HA1244K has 1,672 squate
feet. For more information write —
enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to archite
ct Charles Koty, 27 Barry Park
Court, Searingtown, N.Y. 11507.

For telling time or decoration,
the clock enhances a home
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
If there is such a thing
as a right time to consider the subject of
clocks, then the beginning of a new year would
seem to be that time.
You may think of a
clock as a utilitarian
Item — one Which most
households could not get
along without — but for
many people buying a
decorative clock is an
exercise in nostalgia,
according to Philip
Miller, vice president of
Howard Miller Clock
Co.
Telling time is not the
primary function of a
decorative clock, says
Miller. Instead, the
clock is seen as an accessory that enhances a
home and, perhaps, provides a sense of tradition and history.
"Our research indicates people look for
appearance first, then
they consider the cost of
the clock in relation to
its features," he said.
Functional, considerations come last.
According to officials
at Seth Thomas Clock
Co., the industry
generally divides the
clocks it sells into types.
There are alarm clocks,
wall clocks, mantel and
table clocks, and floor
clocks as major
categories. In addition,
there are marine clocks,
metronomes and
barometers, all of which
are forms of clocks.
Although clocks appear to have changed
little from decade to
decade, the industry
recently has gone
through a major
technological change as
quartz crystals have
replaced traditional
clock mechanisms.
The quartz crystal has

Question
Q. — Can you tell me
something about alkyd
paint? I intend to use
some shortly. Is water
the proper solvent for it?
A. — Alkyd paint is
made from a synthetic
resin called alkyd. It
dries very hard and is extra durable. Some types
require overnight drying,
some can be given a se_ cond_coat in froo14-to 4 - hours. Water is the solvent for latex paint, not
alkyd. The alkyd's solvent is turpentine or
mineral spirits.

made deep inroads into before making a
all clock categories ex- purchase.
cept floor clocks which
"Clock shop personnel
still tend to be the tradi- tend to be the most
tional key-wound grand- knowledgeable and can
father clocks.
answer questions about
The long-term ac- care and make comcuracy and tiny siZe of parisons of one clock to
quartz crystals have another," he said.
produced a revolution,
Although digital
particularly where wall clocks and watches are
clocks are concerned. currently popular,
Not only are quartz Miller predicted the oldclocks more accurate fashioned clock face
than other clocks, they with hands that revolve
require less would never completely
maintenance. Since go out of fashion.
there is no plug, no
He noted that digital
necessity to wind the clocks have become
clock, and no popular several times in
maintenance beyond the 20th century. On
changing the battery each occasion, they
about once a year, the have gone out of style
advent of quartz and the old fashioned
crystals has meant an hands of time have
increase in the number returned to favor.
and sales of wall clocks.
Today, most people
One indication that tend to take clocks for
decorative clocks are granted. They are
more home accessories available in remarkable
than home appliances is plenty, and some
the fact that such clock models are so inexpenmanufacturers show sive that we tend to
their wares at furniture discard them even when
markets.
they are in working
At the most recent order.
North Carolina FurWe might marvel
niture market, a great more over the
variety of traditional timepieces we casually
and modern clocks were toss out if we were to
on view in a number of consider that the
showrooms. Designs meanest clock today
ran from reproductions would have been conof 18th-century and 19th- sidered a miraculous incentury case clocks to vention some centuries
avant-garde designs ago.
created by architects
Julius Caesar never
and industrial saw a clock like the ones
designers.
we throw away without
At the retail level, a thought. Caesar had to
clocks are sold in rely on sundials and
specialty clock shops, at water clocks to measure
furniture stores and in the passing of his hours,
department stores.
according to David S.
Miller recommends Landes, author of
shopping at a variety of "Revolution in Time —
outlets to see a good Clocks and the Making
selection of clocks of the Modern World."
CUSTOM
KITCHEN
CABINETS a
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

*S

Solid Wood Cabinets 8, Raised Panel Doors
Birch • Oak •. Walnut• Cherry
Guncoses • Mantles • Book roses
Kitchen Cabinet Tops
Custom Built Furniture 8, Furniture Refinshing
COMPETITIVE PRICES
1217 mom
Mutrny

DROP RV AND 511 0DM DIM A I

For all your Travel Reservations Call

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

KY

Today, though time
may be at our command, we are also
hostages to the tyranny
of time, since our lives
are run by the hour, the
minute and the second.
Our bondage to time
started in the
monasteries of Europe
In the Middle Ages when
a regular routine of
devotions and work was
set up, says Landes.
The sound of the
"cloche" or bell (the
French word from
which our word clock
descends) told the
monks what to do next.
Outside the
monastery, the world
was regulated by the
sun and the tolling of the
hour was not so important. But as modern industry triumphed over
an agricultural way of
life, time took on
secular importance.
The earliest clocks
were often very
beautiful, but they did
not keep good time. Today we expect both
beauty and accuracy in
our timepieces — and
we get them both.

HOLD IT!
)

-

VARIABLE
POWER
LEVELS

SAVE 30-50%
During Our

CARPET WAREHOUSE SALE!!
...Introducing...

CALVERT DISCOUNT CARPET CENTER
Hwy 95

Main Street — Calvert City, Ky.
Phone 395-5545
Store Hours: (8 AM-6 PM Mon.-Sat.)
One Of The Largest IN STOCK
Stores In Western Kentucky
...Offering...

ORAL WAVE
SIC POWAY'
PM*
is,

even con.

•First Quality Merchandise At Affordable Prices
*Special Storewide Introductory Prim; On

Name Brand Carpet, Vinyl and Oriental Rugs.
•100% Guarantee On Our Merchandise And

Installations.
•FREEI! One 4'x6' Oriental Rug With Minimum $1,000
Storevride Purchase.
•Friendly, Courteous Service.
*Convenient Location Only Minutes From You.
WE BUY DIRECT FROM THE MILL IN LARGE VOLUME
WITH NO MIDDLEMAN TO DRIVE THE PRICES HIGHER
—
THIS MEANS A GREATER SAVINGS TO YOU — OUR
CUSTOMER!
"WE WANT TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO THANK
THE PEOPLE OF CALLOWAY COUNTY FOR THEIR OVERWHELMING RESPONSE AND CONTINUED SUPPORT!"

Welcome!!
Builders
Apartment Owners
Project Managers

1

Model JET202
• Spacious 1.4 Cu ft oven cavity
• Tome Cooking with 25-minute timer
• Variable Power Level Control for added versatility in cooking and defrosting
• Convenient Recipe Guide on control panel provides quick reference of cooking times and
power levels of often prepared foods
• Double Duty' shelf
• 'Microwave Guide and
Cookbook's included

$35900
WAS
NOW $278

SAVE$8
GE.WE BRING GOOD TI IINGS TO LIFE.

4

The new shipment of Microwaves
is here so if you've been waiting
now's the time to purchase yoqr
microwave.

eriP

4merican and International Traveltime

4

OWNERS
Tony CarnOell
Ken Stevihs

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
MI AST MAIN STRUT
Coy II lona Sminnons Onnees 753 1556
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Lady Marshals No.1; Tilghman toppled
from top slot in prep boys basketball poll

Snap Shot
Photo

winning the tournament, which pitted six of
the top teams from out
Boys BasketbaH Poll
in the state against 10
The top teams in the Kentucky
from Jefferson County.
Associated Press high school boys
Ballard became the basketball poll with first-place
votes, records and total points
fourth team to hold the
14-3 135
No. 1 spot so far this 1 Lou Ballardi6)
Co
14-2 120
season, the others being 32 Clark
Madisonvillel 2)
13-0 117
Lexington Henry Clay, 4 Paducah TlIghrhani 1
17-3 107
11-4 103
Clark County and 5 Lex Henry Clay
6 Logan Co
15-2 101
Paducah Tilghman.
7 Lou Valley
13-3 076
Woodford Co
15-I 071
Ballard defeated St.
9 Lou Fairdale
11-5 069
.Xavier 46-35, No. 2 Clark 10 Newport Catholic
18-1 068,
10-4 051
County 69-60, No. 11 11 Lou Seneca
12 Lex Lafayette
11-3 047
Louisville Seneca 51-48 13 Imu Doss
12-5 046
15-3 019
and No. 7 Louisville 14 Laurel Co
11-4 018
Valley in the champion- 15 Henderson Co
ship game.
Ballard received six finish fourth. Tilghman
first-place votes and 135 beat Fern Creek and No.
points, with the remain- 9 Louisville Fairdale
ing first-place votes go- before bowing out.
ing to Clark County, No.
Henry Clay dropped
3 Madisonville and No. 4
one spot to fifth after
Paducah Tilghman.
bowing out in the second
Clark County remain- round of the tourney.
ed in the No. 2 spot The Blue Devils downed
despite.falling in the se- Louisville Manual 66-50
cond round to Ballard. in the first round, but
Clark County defeated fell victim to Seneca
No. 13 Louisville Doss 79-69 in the second
61-60 in the first round.
round.
Madisonville moved
On the strength of its
up three notches after runnerup finish in the
winning its own invita- LIT, Valley entered the
tional tournament this Top 15 for the first time
weekend.
at the No. 7 spot. And
Paducah Tilghman Seneca, with its third
fell from its top perch place finish and viclast week after falling in tories over Tilghman,
the semifinals of the LIT No. 15 Henderson Counto Valley by 15 points ty and Henry Clay, reand losing to No. 11 entered the Top 15 at the
Louisville Seneca in the No. 11 spot.
consolation game to
Boyd County, which

High School Basketball Polls
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fell 62-42 to Fairdale in
the first round, dropped
from the Top 15, as did
Owensboro.
It's the girls turn this
week, as the girls LIT
gets underway
Wednesday.
Eight of the AP's Top
15 teams have 4been invited to the tournament,
including No. 1 Marshall
County, which remained
on top of the poll this
week with six first-place
votes and 145 points.
First round action
Wednesday pits N'o. 12
Louisville S6Uthern
against No. 3
Whitesburg, No. 5
Shelby County vs.
Louisville Sacred Heart,
Louisville Angela
Merici takes on No. 2
Belfry and No. 6 Mason
County, which suffered
Its first loss last week to
Notre Dame Academy,
faces No. 10 Louisville
Male.
First round action
continues Thursday
with Louisville Manual
facing Jeffersontown,
No. 1 Marshall County
vs. Louisville Moore,
No. 4 Laurel County taking on Louisville Atherton and Louisville
Western vs. Louisville
Mercy.

!Ifki

Stab

By The Associated Press
The North Carolina
Tar Heels matched their
perfect on-court record
with unanimous selection as the No. 1 college
basketball team in the
nation for the second
straight week.
North Carolina, 14-0.
collected every firstplace vote in the weekly
Associated Press
basketball poll. released
Monday. A nationwide
panel of 60 sports
writers and broadcasters placed the Tar
Heels first on every
ballot. DePaul, also
14-0, was second again
and Kentucky, 14-2, was
third.
After beating Atlantic
Coast Conference rivals
Duke and Virginia, the
Tar Heels received a
perfect 1,260 points.
DePaul collected 1,130
points and Kentucky,
which lost to Florida but
beat seventh-ranked
Houston, amassed 1,053.
The points system is
based on 20 points for
each first place vote, 19
for second, etc.
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Georgetown,
Maryland and NevadaLas Vegas all advanced
'
.
two places to rank at
— Nos. 4,.5 and 6, respeulively. Texas-El Paso,
which lost its first game
of the year to Colorado
State, slipped to No. 8.
After thrashing Big Ten
rival Purdue 76-52, Illinois moved up to No. 9,
while Louisiana State is
No. 10.
Five teams dropped
out of the rankings:
Oregon State, St.
John's, Boston College,
Fresno State and Purdue. Louisville jumped
back into the Top 20 at
No. 14 after beating
UCLA, which dropped
six spots to No. 15. and
Arkansas ( 1 6th),
Georgia (18), Virginia
(19) and Syracuse (20)
also moved back into
the rankings.

Ra
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The biggest casualty
of the week was Oregon
State, previously the
11th-ranked team. The
Beavers, 9-4, lost to
Washington State and
Washington, and saw
their place taken by
Oklahoma.
Previously
undefeated Tulsa, which
lost to Illinois State this
week, is No. 12, while
Memphis State advanced five places to become
No. 13.
And Wake Forest,
which was soundly
beaten by unranked
ACC rivals Duke and
North Carolina State,
fell five places to No. 17.
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Girls Basketball Poll
The top teams in the Kentucky
Associated Press high school girls
basketball poll, with first-place
votes, records and total points1 . Marshall Co. I )
11-0 145
2.13elfryl 3
12-0 131
3 Whitesburg
15-1 128
4 Laurel Co
13-1 116
5 Shelby Co.
16-0 095
6 Mason Co
10-1 092
7,Franklin-Simpson( 1
15-1 068
8 Warren East
15-2 067
9 Scott Co
14-0 066
10 Lou Male
14-2 061
11 _Marion Co
12-0 035
12 Lou Southern
11-2 034
13.Webster Co
16-2 032
14.M C Napier
11-3 030
151..ex Lafayette
11-2 017
I tie Leslie Co
12-0 017
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Tight end Dan Ross is
not free to report to New
Orleans until his contract with the NFL's
Cincinnati Bengals
expires.
The Houston
Gamblers are drilling
twice a day on the Sam
Houston State University campus and hope to
have running back Billy
Sims in uniform by their
season opener against
Tampa Bay. Sims has
signed contracts with
the Gamblers and the
NFL's Detroit Lions and
Is the subject of a court
battle in Detroit.
About 60 players,
mostly rookies and
recently signed free
agents, took part in twoa-day drills at the
Oakland Invaders camp
in Mesa, Ariz. Fourteen
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
rookies were signed by
(AP) — Who's in first?
the Invaders.
What's in second? And I
The Denver Gold's don't know who's in
veterans reported to third.
training camp in Casa
A lot of upsets in last
Grande, Ariz. First- week's Louisville Inyear players reported vitational Tournament
last week.
made for a lot of
The Arizona changes in this week's
Wranglers, under Coach Kentucky Associated
George Allen, opened Press boys high school
training camp for riuketball poll. But
veterans. Rookies and sportswriters and sportfree agents reported scasters around the
last week.
state had a hard time
Allen, who coached making up their minds
the Chicago Blitz before just how much emmost of its roster was phasis to place on the
swapped to Phoenix, results.
plans to trim the squad
Louisville Ballard
from 90 players to 70 by jumped from No. 7 to
Sunday.
No. 1 this week after

SI

Tar Heels
remain No.1;
'Cats still
third best

Rozier, Walker report on time,
several stars delayed by NFL
That impressed Brian
Sipe, the new
quarterback.
The Generals signed
five, including Monte
Jackson, a former Pro
Bowl cornerback with
the Los Angeles Rams.
Punter Bob Grupp, who
led the NFL in his
specialty in 1979 and
made the Pro Bowl, also
was signed.
Several players, including running back
Joe Cribbs, cannot
report until next month
because their contracts
with their former NFL
League teams do not expire until Feb. 1.
The Birmingham
Stallions opened camp
In that Alabama city
with 94 players, but two
key players — Cribbs
and quarterback Cliff
Stoudt — were not
among them. Stoudt,
signed after playing out
his option with the Pittsburgh Steelers, cannot
practice with the
Stallions until Feb. 2.
The same is true in the
case of Cribbs, and his
NFL team. the Buffalo
Bills, has gone to court
to try to keep him.
Quarterback Johnnie
Walton and all-league
offensive tackle Louis
Bullard failed to report
as the New Orleans
Breakers went through
their first outdoor
preseason workout.
Both are attempting to
get their contracts
renegotiated

•-.•
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USFL begins preseason

By The Associated Press
The United States
Football League has
something its rival, the
National Football
League, can't brag
about — the last two
Heisman Trophy winners, Mike Rozier and
Herschel Walker.
Rozier and Walker
both reported on the
opening day of training
camp for USFL teams,
of which there are now
18. The league begins its
second year of play Feb.
26. Rozier belongs to one
of six expansion teams,
the Pittsburgh Maulers.
and he showed up Monday at the team's
Melbourne. Fla., camp.
Walker was on hand as
the New Jersey
Generals got together in
Orlando, Fla.
"It's quite obvious
what Mike Rozier is going to mean to this football team," said Mauler
running back Walter
Easley. The 235-pound
Easley was a member
of the Super Bowl champion San Francisco
49ers two years ago.
Rozier, who signed for
more than $3 million
after he was made the
top pick in, the USFL
draft earlier this month,
drew several hundred
fans to the practice field
at the Florida Institute
of Technology.
Walker had the fastest
clocking for the 10-yard
dash at the Generals
camp, 4.22 seconds.
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Sleets overlooked for OVC honor, despite 62 points in two games
It's hard to believe Lamont Sleets wasn't named the Ohio Valley Conference Player of the
Week, but as the saying goes,"To the victor goes
the spoils."
Considering Stephen Kite, who did win it this
week, led his Tennessee Tech squad to victories
over Tennessee State, Akron and Youngstown
during the same period that Sleets' Racers went
1-1 against Eastern Kentucky and Morehead
State - well, you can't blame the OVC office for
selecting Kite.

Kite scored 59 points and grabbed 20 rebounds
which is a more-than-respectable performance
for the 6-6 sophomore forward. He also had six
assists and three steals and hit 23 of 36 from the
field and 13 of 16 free throws.
His Golden Eagles, by winning two conference
games, moved into a tie for the OVC lead something weighing heavily in his winning the
best-player award.
Now consider Sleets. The 5-10 senior scored 62
points in two games, grabbed seven rebounds,
dished out nine assists and had seven steals. He
hit 26 of 47 from the field for better than 55 percent and he canned 10 of 11 free throws.
In beating Eastern Kentucky, 66-60, Thursday,
Sleets had 25 points and in Saturday's 87-76 loss
to Morehead he had a personal best in three
categories - points (37), field goals attempted
(28) and field goals made (16).
Sleets' 37 points bettered his career high of 32
set in 1982 against McNeese State. He also had a
31-point night tilts year in the Racers' victory
over Tennessee State. Compared to the school

record, however, he was seven short of the mark
set by Herb McPherson who scored 44 against
Middle Tennessee in 1966.
So how is the best player selected each week?
According to OVC Sports Information Director
Jon Verner, the process is very subjective and
several factors are considered. High on the list
are how well the individual played during the
previous week and how well his team did against
what kind of competition.
Verner, who selects the honorary player each
week, says there is no set criteria for his selection although he says he doesn't lack for information about individual peformances.
"I solicit nominations from each school each
week, although not every school, nominates
somebody every time. They also send me box
scores and information from each conference
game," Verner said in a telephone interview this
morning. "We go by the general theory that the
award should go to the player who contributes
the most to his team's success during the week.'
RACQUETBALL TOURNEY
Murray State is sponsoring its annual Racer
Open Racquetball Tournament, Feb. 3.5.
Deadline for applications is Friday, Jan.27, for
both men's and women's divisions.
The tournament will be held in Carr Health
Building with three classes of competition offered - novice, intermediate and advanced.
Non-students must pay a $15 entry fee while
students pay $10.
Applications can be obtained at the intramural
effice in Carr Health Building and must be
returned by Friday to be eligible. For more information contact Eddie Morris at the intramural office, 762-6791.
LOCAL BASKETBALL
Bad weather caused the cancellation of Monday's Calloway County girls game scheduled at
Wingo. Also, three games involving girls and
boys freshman teams and a junior varsity boys
game between host Calloway and Mayfield were
all postponed and will be rescheduled at a later
date.
According to Eli Alexander, Murray High
athletic director, Thursday's girls games

Raiders make bookies biggest losers
LAS VEGAS, Nev.
(AP) - Nevada
bookmakers shared in
the drubbing given the
Washington Redskins in
Super Bowl XVIII.
The legal books suffered a multi-million
dollar loss for making
the Los Angeles Raiders
a 3-point underdog
before Sunday's 38-9
rout.
"It was the biggest
single amount we ever
wrote and the biggest
single amount we ever
lost," said Jimmy Vaccaro of the Barbary
Coast sports book,
where limits were
$100,000 per bet. "It was
a bad day at Black
Rock. The only good
thing is that we gave the
money to our friends.
"We are tattered and
torn here in Las Vegas,
but we are resilient and
we will bounce back,"
he laughed.
Bookmakers had

estimated legal betting
in the state would run as
high as $75 million on
the game. Unfortunately for the sports books,
most of the money was
bet on the underdog
Raiders.
"The loss to the
state's sports books had
to be in the millions,"
said Sonny Reizner of
the Castaways sports
book. "But that's one of
the hazards of the occupation. Just look at all
the friends we made, all
the strangers that came
in just for this event."
Reizner declined to
specify a loss for the
Castaways, saying it
"wasn't anything
disastrous."
Betting at the
Castaways was about
60-40 for, the Raiders
while at the Barbary
Coast it was closer to 3-1
for the winners.
Vaccaro said more
than $2 million was bet

at the Barbary Coast,
with the sports 13(3ok's
loss "running into six
figures."
"A lot of people
figured the Raiders had
a legitimate chance of
winning, but I don't
think even the Raiders
thought they could win
by that kind of a
margin," Vaccaro said.
Reizner said the lastminute flow of bettors

scheduled at Carlisle County have been changed.
The girls junior varsity game has been cancelled
by Carlisle County and only the varsity girls
game will be played, beginning at 7 p.m.
• • •
The repair work has been called "amazing"
and "unbelievable" by the Calloway Middle
School basketball coaches, but the CCILS gym
floor has almost been returned to its original
position - minus the two-foot wave down the
center of the court.

Beth Wilson brought
home four second-place
made Super Bowl '84 the ribbons among her 11
biggest betting event of total events in girls 9-10
all time in Nevada.
class and Mary Jo Simmons had two seconds
He had predicted last and four thirds among
week that $50 million nine ribbon -winning
would be bet on the events in the girls 15-18
game, but now says it open class.
was more like $60
KLAC also includes
million or $65 million,
possibly even the $75 swimmers from Benton,
million other Calvert City and
bookmakers were Mayfield.
Other swim clubs
predicting last week.
competing included
Owensboro, Pennyrile
Aquatic Club
(Hopkinsville), Central
National Basketball Kentucky Aquatic Club
Association's Player of (Campbellsville), and
Fort Campbell.
the Week.
Williams is averaging
16.0 points per
game and ranks third
in the league in rebounding at 12.3 per game.

NBA honors Nets' Williams
NEW YORK (AP) Buck Williams, who
averaged 21.0 points
and 17.7 rebounds per
game in leading the
New Jersey Nets to
three victories last
week, was named the

SCOREBOARD

Swimmers
from Murray
win 38 awards
in WKPCI
BOWLING GREEN,
Ky. - Kentucky Lake
Aquatic Club, a U.S.S.
affiliate team based in
Murray, competed in
the Western Kentucky
Pepsi Challenge Invitational over the weekend.
Six teams participated with host
Bowling Green taking
top honors.
Four Murray
members of the KLAC
won a total of 38 ribbons.
Brothers Jonathan
and Steven Gresham
took three first place
ribbons between them
- Jonathan won both
the 50 and 100
backstroke in 11-12 B
class and Steven won
the 100 breaststroke in
9-10 B class.
Jonathan Gresham
brought home ribbons in
12 events while Steven
RasTied eight total.

Because of extensive water damage caused by
a pipe breaking in the ceiling several weeks ago,
the floor warped and buckled. Recently workers
removed three-inch sections from each side of
the floor, blew fans underneath the floor to dry
the excess water, and drove a forklift with
weights on the front over the top of the bubble to
force it back down.
According to Pete O'Rourke and Burch Kinsolving, the basketball teams might be able to
play on the floor by the next home games, Feb.6.
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College Basketball Poll, Scores
The AP Top Tweaks
The Top Twenty teams in the
Miami/LW Press 1983-84 college
basketball poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses, total points
based on 20-19-18-17-16.15.14-13.
12-11-10-9-8.7-6-54-3-2-1. record
through Sunday and last week's
ranking
Record Pb Pvs
1 N.Cau-olbia(001 14-0
1200
1
DePaul
14-0
1130 2
3 Kentucky
14-2
1063 3
4.Georgetown
15-2
966 6
5 Maryland
13-2
915 7
6 Las Vegas
16-1
855 8
7 Houston
16-3
4
844
8 Texas-El Paso 15-1
770 5
9.Illinois
13-2
723 10
10.Loulstarta St_
11-3
450 15
11.0kla2oma
15-2
431 20
12 Tulsa
16-1
415 13
13.Memphis St.
12-3
376 18
14 Louisville
11-4
373 15 UCLA
11-3
367 9
16.Arkansas
15-2
323 17 Wake Forest
12-3
245 12
18 Georgia
12-3
194
19.Virginta
12-2
135 20 Syracuse
12-3
124

Ohio Vallay Conference
Season Standings
OVC Games
AN
Youngstown St
4-1 11-5
Tennessee Tech
4-1 9-6
Morehead State
3-1 10-4
Akron
2-3 7.9
Middle Tenn
2-8 7-9
Murray State
1-3 84
Austin Peay
1-3 6-9
Eastern Ky
1-3 5-10
Upcoming Games
Tuesday - Georgia State at
Austin Peay
Thursday - Austin Peay at Middle Tennessee: Eastern Kentucky
at Akron; Morehead State at
Youngstown State, Murray State at
Tennessee Tech (7;30 p.m.).
Friday - (10:30 p.m. TV game)
Murray State at Middle Temsomes.
Saturday - Austin Peay at Tennessee Tech; leastern Kentucky at
Youngstown State, Morehead State
at Akron

College Basketball
Monday's Scores
EAST
Boston U 73, Penn St 67
Canislus 56, Maine 52
Drexel 60. William le Mary 59
Fairfield 55, Marist 53
Georgetown 92. Boston Coil 83
Iona 80. New Orleans 70
Monmouth Coil, 80. Delaware St
'77
Navy 57. Delaware 54
New Hampshire 54. Dartmouth 47
St Peter's 75, Fordham 47
Siena 98. Tufts 61
South
Alabama 69. Mississippi 56
Appalachian St 84 Marshall 83
07'
Davidson 62, The Citadel 60
E Kentucky 60. W Kentucky 58
E Tenneasse St-5C VMI 56
Georgia Tech 72, Virginia 71, 30T
Jacksonville St 87. Troy St 83
Louisiana St 80, Mississippi St
64
Memphis St 57. Tulane 50
N Carolina AkT 77. Florida AkM
47
Nicholls St. (oloulaleus.ColLza
Oglethorpe 87, Baptist 56

Richmond 73. Campbell 60
S Carolina St 66 BethuneCookinan 59
SW Louisiana 93, Tennessee Tech
91. 201'
Southern C 97 Concordia, Texas
71
Vanderbilt 69, S Carolina 62
MIDWEST
EV/Ift•Ville 72. Detroit 61
Ill -Chicago 95, Valparaiso 65
Loyola. III 79, St Louis 76
N Iowa 65. E Illinois 60
Notre Dame 50, Rice 35
So Mississippi 59. Cincinnati 57
Wis -Green Bay 67. Cleveland St
66
SOUTHWEST
Alcorn St 59. Prairie View 66
Grarnbling 61. Texas Southern 58
N Texas St 103 Texas-Arlington
04
Oklahoma City 71, Xavier 70
Oral Roberts 82. Butler 68
Texas-San Antonio 72, HardinSimmons 66
FAR WEST
Long Beach St. 63, San Jose St. 52
New Mexico 40, Wyoming 38
Gregpo 51.23.54-68',.-Texas-El Paso 65, Air Force 52

Pro Hockey
MONTREAL (AP)Goaltender
Keans
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Has A Price You Can Live With.

Middle school, frosh
basketball contests
Calloway Middle School
The Calloway Middle
School basketball teams
continued their winning
ways Monday as the
Laken; defeated Benton, 51-26, and the Lady
Lakers won, 37-21. Both
games were played at
North Calloway
Elementary School.
Both CCMS teamS are
now 6-0.
The Lakers were led
in scoring and rebounding by Cary Alexander
who had 13 points and 11
boards. Cory Wells added 10 points and Trent
Campbell came off the
bench to add seven
points.
Defensively, Coach
Burch Kinsolving praised Chad Stubblefield
and Fred Jones who logged seven steals apiece.
The Lady Lakers used
a 12-point second half
performance by Tracy
Banks to overcome Benton, the No.2 team in the
district behind COLS.
Banks shot only once in
the first half, but came
out blazing after intermission to end up the
high scorer of the game.
Center Christy Ruccio
hauled in 10 rebounds
and Melinda Butterworth canned nine
points, despite a sprained finger, for the
'winners.
Murray Middle School
The Murray Middle
School teams didn't fare
too well Monday against

from North
as both local

the visitors
Marshall

teams lost.
The

Tigers

42-25 beating

2-4 overall. Mark Miller,
Michael Kondratko and
Jim Hornbuckle each
had six points in the losing effort.
The Lady Tigers also
suffered at the hands of
North Marshall, falling
32-10. Jennifer Hamilton
was MMS' top scorer
with four points.
CCHS Freshman Boys
Calloway County's
freshman boys dropped
a 48-46 home game to
Hopkinsville, Friday.
Three Lakers scored
In double figures in the
loss, led by James
Streetman with 15, Scott
Nix with 13 and Greg
Futrell with 11. The
Laker freshmen are
now 2-6 on the year.

oirams"'"
78 DODGE VAN
Conversion, V-8, Automatic P.S.
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Come see Macintosh,
the computerfor the restofus.

3 Miles South
on Hwy. 641
MURRAY, KY.
502-753-1372

Insulate Now
Save up to 40.00
Buck•A•Bundle Rebate
January 12 to February 29, 1984
Winter is in full swing. Insulate now
insulation from CertainTeed.

Ofthe 235 million people living in America,only a fraction
know how to use a computer.
Which is why Apple invented Macintoshr." Apersonal
computer so powerful, it's incredibly simple to use.
Because you control even/thing just by pointing a palmsized controller called a"mouse:'Whether you're working with
numbers,words or pictures.
If you know how to point, you already know how to use
Macintosh.
Our professional sales staff will answer all your questions
and,ofcourse, provide service and support.
Come in now for a hands-on demonstration.
And forget everything you thought you had
to know.
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Stop in for details.
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Legislators want another chance in constitutional dispute
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP ) — The Legislature
wants another chance to
present its side of the
constitutional dispute
between the General
Assembly and the executive branch.
On Monday, the first
day the Legislature
returned to Frankfort
after last week's landmark decision,
Democrats and

R6publicans in both
chambers agreed to ask
the high court f2r a rehearing on the lawsuit.
The statement, which
did not include the name
of any individual
lawmaker, though it
was released from
House Speaker Bobby
Richardson's office,
said the Legislature did
not win or lose in the
Supreme Court

decision.
But the statement
made it clear that
lawmakers were unhappy with many of the provisions of the opinion.
"It should be obvious
that we are disappointed with the decision in certain areas,"
the statement said.
"Likewise, we are
pleased with it in those
areas in which
legislative and executive functions and
responsibilities are
clarified."
Those areas included
several in which the
court declared as unDOWN
1 Moccasin
constitutional a group of
.knswer-to Pies bus Puzzle
2 Macaw
laws passed by the 1982
U OM TAPE
3 Male sheep
General Assembly givMENU CMUEU
4 Earthquakes
C NOCE
ing the Legislative
WOW
5 Little
6 Preposition
MC MEMO CO
Research Commission
7 Sick
MEC MEM
broad authority to act
8 Peruse
OCCO CUCOMU
on behalf of the entire
9 Colonize
CCM UMCC
10 Great Lake
COCO= UMW
General Assembly when
A E MUGU MCC
11 Hits lightty
it is not in session.
16 Drudged
CM MGM ME
Immediately after the
colloq
COO
EOM
20 Struck out
decision, there was
DOOM OUCEU
22 Three-toed
SETEE
EARNS
speculation legislative
sloth
leaders would propose a
Food fish
24 Give up
constitutional amendcondensed
goddess
25 Exclamation
moisture
50 Hurried
ment returning the
26 Morn s
40 Cleans
54 To be in
powers removed by the
partner
43 Parent
debt
30 Improve
court.
colloq
56 Mountain on
32 South African 45 Guido s low
Crete
The statement
Dutchman
note
57 Solemn oath
recognized that specula33 Raised
47 Scorches
58 Sea eagle
tion, but said any deci38 Farm animal 48 Tardy
6 1 Printer s
37 Drop of
49 Egyptian
measure
sion would wait until
after the court decided
ii
r 3 4 Is 6 7 8
9 10 11
whether it would re12
13
14
hear the case.
iis
is
"Otherwise, we would
,1111
put ourselves in the
posture of putting the
17I'll
27
cart
before the horse,"
28
III 29
31
the statement said.
' 34
395
11
3I
5111
Another hearing by
ii
iiii4
41
1[12
the court is necessary to
-w-clarify several sections
of the 55-page °Pinion,
4 4
51
especially in the areas
52
53
55
111100
of administrative
59
60
62
regulation review, ap63
ea
65
pointments and the
J
budget process.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
I Separate
5 Mix
9 Part of tennis
match
12 Sandarac
tree
13 Burrowing
animal
14 Period of
- time
15 Picturetaking device
17 Note of scale
18 Gratuity
19 corm
21 Tropical
'wit pi
23 Trained
27 Negative
prefix
28 \,itai organ
29 Experimental
•oorn Colloq
31 Recede
34 Paid notice
35 Withdrew
from am
organization
38 Comunction
39 Condensed
moisture
41 Speck
42 Indian tent
44 Symbol for
gold
46 Toward the
sunset
48 Rosters
51 Act
_
52 Pallor
River ri Italy
55 Attain
success
59 Cravat
60 Pitcher
62 Arorha
63 Worm
64 Lairs
65 Pledge
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The court decision virtually wiped out any
authority of the
Legislature to veto administrative regulations
and also declared unconstitutional any mandatory, provision for appointments by the
Legislature to various
boards and
commissions.
The court did uphold
much of the
Legislature's authority
in the area of budget
review, although that
power was limited to the
entire General
Assembly, not just the
Legislative Research
Commission.
The court overturned
several laws passed by
the 1982 General
Assembly which gave
broad authority to the
LRC to act on behalf of
the entire Legislature
when it is not in session.
The statement
argued, however, that
the duties of the
Legislature are not
limited to the 60 days,
every other year when it
is in session.
"We believe the
Legislature has an
obligation to monitor
those laws which we
have enacted during the
session," the statement
said.
Rep. William
Brinkley, D
Madisonville, who has
chaired the Administration Regulation and
Review Subcommittee
for many years, said
there is still much that
can be done to keep the
executive from going
too far in the area of
making regulations to
conform to statutes
passed by the General
Assembly.

"We're exactly where
we were two years
ago," Brinkley said
prior to a meeting of his
committee Monday.
"Even though this
means we will have to
work with our hands
tied behind our backs,
we can still work."
In 1982, the subcommittee was given the
authority to, in effect,

veto regulations, even governor," Brinkley
though an emergency said
could be invoked by the
Although the subcomagency which meant the mittee will operate with
regulations could no changes until a decibecome effective in sion is made by the LRC
spite of the committee's to appeal the Supreme
disapproval.
Court opinion, Brinkley
"Given the success of said he is considering
regulation by emergen- some other avenues to
cy in the last two,years, make sure the executive
we really had no stopp- branch does not start
inv p,,thnritv over the trying to legislate by

One idea, Brinkley
said, would be to for the
LRC to file lawsuits
against agencies promulgating especially
burdensome and unnecessary regulations.
"We could become a
plaintiff and go to court
if it was bad enough,"
Brinkley said.

Prisoner leads list of indictments
ATLANTA (API — A
man accused of ordering the murder of drug
agents from his prison
cell leads a list of 53 people indicted in the
breakup of a billiondollar cocaine smuggling ring that authorities
say is the largest in the
nation's history.
According to the indictments, unsealed
Monday in Atlanta, Los
Angeles, Miami and Little Rock, Ark., the ring
used the equivalent of a
small air force to fly cocaine from South
America and the Caribbean to big-city airports
and remote landing
strips in the eastern
United States.
In the' Atlanta indictment, 30 people are accUsed of smuggling five

tons of cocaine worth
$3.8 billion into the
United States over 14
months. Federal agents
seized about 2,700
pounds of the drug, with
a street value of $940
million, authorities
said.
Federal agents
managed to infiltrate
the ring, and some
helped fly cocaine into
the country,.the indictment said.
"We believe ... it is the
largest nationwide narcotics investigation
ever," FBI agent Jim
Nelson said in Los
Angeles.
Large cargoes of cocaine, "usually in the
vicinity of 600 pounds
each, but in one case a
cargo of 1,000 pounds,"
were flown from Colom-

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR WEDNESDAY, JANUARY25,1984
You have extra drive now,
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the but it's through your 'reasonstars say, read the forecast ing powers that you impress
others. Financial airs accrue,
given for your birth sign.
but watch gullibility.
ARIES TAURUS
(Mar.21 to Apr.19)
( Apr. 20 to May 20 ti
Be less stubborn. Meet part1984 United Feature Syndicate Inc
ners halfway. You must
THEN
HE
WAS
''ANP
SEE" SOME P065
discuss issues logically.
You're given to extremes in
HOME AT LAST WITH 4i5
SLEEP AT THE FEET OF
temperament.
FA]THFUL P06 ASLEEP
THEIR MASTERS...
GEMINI
AT HiI5 FEET
(May 21 to June 20) 11141
9
.
You're something of a softtouch today regarding money.
The work load increases, but
you'll still make important
'strides.
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly 22) 4804C)
You mustn't come on too
strong nor be too gushing in
OUR REGULAR TEACHER
TODAY WE'RE
romance. Communication is
PUT ME IN CHARGE OF
SUPPOSED TO HAVE.
established through a meeting
TELLING SUBSTITUTE
RECESS ALL DAY LONG
of the minds.
TEACHERS WHAT WE'VE
LEO
BEEN STUDYING
July 23 to Aug. 22) afg
You could be swept off your
feet in love, but may face extra responsibility at home.
Common sense brings you
work gains.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22) nP%.
Soft-pedal differences with a
co-worker. Creative inspiration is strong, but you
need self-discipline to
YEAH,HOW ABOUT A
CAN I GET YOU
capitalize on it.
ANYTHING FOR
BIG GLASS OF
LD3RA
BREAKFAST,
FRESHLY-SQUEEZED
(Sept. 23to Oct. 22)
KITTEN JUICE?
GARFIELD ?
You may be upset about a
financial matter, but tact is
needed to realize your
demands. A candlelight dinner is in order.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21) nlePts
Your moods fluctuate now
It may be hard to say no when
someone plays on your sympathy. Accent objectivity in
discussions.
SAGITTARIUS
.00(Nov.22 to Dec.21)"
HAVE
IT'LL
YOU'LL
BE
A
SILENT
, L\I
SOMEBODY WANT5
You're in a romantic mood,
PARTNER FOR 10%.
A BAR AND
TO OPEN ,A VIDEObut watch indiscretions.
STAY OPEN
Tackle unfinished tasks or
DOI
GAME ARCADE IN
there'll be regrets by day's
TILL 3AM
HEAR
CAMP
end.
MUSIC?
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You're willing to help a
friend out, but don't be imposed upon. Remember to fulfill a
social obligation this evening.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll make business progress through private chats.
Romance tempts you, but
others' priorities may take
HOW CAN YOU STOP
13WE PUT SALT IN
WE'RE TYING TO
precedence.
CUT 0OWN ON OUR
PEOPLE FROM
THE SUGAR BOWLS
PISCES
X
SUGAR EXPENSE
USING SUGAR"
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Q'
A friend will listen to
reason, but if you blow your
stack, you'll ruin your
chances. It's too soon to tell
about a flirtation.
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METHOP5 NEVER
CHANGE. 60E55!CU
LET TALA FEED HIM A
KNOCKOUT DRINK
THEN ORABEIE0 THE
NECKLACE.

regulation.

bia to airports in Tennessee, including Chattanooga and Rockwood.
Other flights went to
Reading, Pa., Crystal
River, Fla., Atlanta,
and La Fayette, Ga.,
and much of the drug
then was shipped to
Florida, the indictments
said.
Colombian authorities
cooperated in the capture and return to the
United States of Harold
J. Rosenthal, 53, of
Atlanta, the alleged
kingpin of the ring,
authorities said.
"We believe it marks
the beginning of a new
era of cooperation between Colombia and the
United States in drug
enforcement," U.S. Attorney General William
French Smith said in a
statement released in
Atlanta. "Measured by
the amount of drugs, it
is the largest cocaine
trafficking ring ever
broken up in the history
of federal law
enforcement."
Rosenthal escaped
from a federal prison in
-Memphis in 1981 and fled to Colombia, where
he contacted drug suppliers and financiers
and then began
assembling shipments
of drugs to be sent to the
United States, the indictment alleges.
During his two years
as a fugitive, Rosenthal
re-entered the United
States a number of
times, the indictment
charges. He was captured in September and
returned to prison in
MLami, where he
ordered that Colombian
law enforcement agents
and U.S. agents in Colombia be killed to
retaliate for his capture
and to dissuade
authorities from arresting other members
of his organization, the
indictment said. No
agents were killed.
Rosenthal and five
other defendants were
charged with violating
the federal "drug
kingpin" statute by
engaging in a continuing
criminal enterprise.
The indictment said
one member of the ring,

Artimus Neeley of
Freeport. Bahamas,
sought the help of Bahamian immigration and
customs officials so aircraft loaded with cocaine could land at an
airport in that country.
Assistant Attorney
General D. Lowell
Jensen told a news conference in Atlanta that
the investigation was initiated by the Drug Enforcement Administration and the FBI, but
was turned over to the
Organized Crime Drug
Enforcement Task
Force after it began
operating in Atlanta last
year.
Nelson said in Los
Angeles that the investigation stemmed
from information obtained in 1982 through a
wiretap placed for a
non-narcotics probe. He
did not elaborate.
The 30 defendants indicted in Atlanta are
from Georgia, Florida,
Tennessee, Michigan,
Pennsylvanta, thr
Bahamas and Colombia. All were charged
with racketeering conspiracy, and all but two
were charged with
racketeering. Some also
were charged with
various violations of
federal drug laws. No
arraignment date was
scheduled.
Of the 30, 18 have been
arrested or were in
custody before the indictment was unsealed,
Jensen said. The others
were being sought.
The Miami indictment
accused Rosenthal,
Neeley and two others of
conspiring to free
Rosenthal from a
federal prison.
The indictment
returned in Little Rock
charged two defendants
in the Atlanta case,
along with 11 others,
with conspiring to import heroin and
marijuana.
The Los Angeles indictment charged 1„3
people — including
Rosenthal and two other
Atlanta defendants —
with conspiring to import marijuana from
Colombia.

Farm Bureau head opposes
multi-bank holding plan
LOUISVILLE, Ky
(AP — Farm Bureau
president Ray Mackey
has added his name to
the list of opponents of
the multi-bank holding
legislation now being
considered by the
General Assembly.
Mackey is expected to
tell the House Banking
and Insurance Committee his organization
believes allowing banks
to operate in more than
one county is not in the
best interest of rural
Kentucky.
A Farm Bureau study
shows states that have

a7dopted multi-bank
measures have higher
interest rates, Mackey
said. He also said such
financial institutions
have less money
available for farm
loans.
Mackey owns some
bank stock, as do many
legislators. Mackey
noted his shares would
be more valuable if the
multr-bank bill is
adopted, but he said
overall the state would
be "best served" if
multi-bank legislation is
rejected.
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Aircraft may have crashed

LONDON, Ky. (AP)
— A Civil Air Patrol
search team has been
dispatched to search for,
what may be a downed
YOU BORN TODAY are aircraft around
drawn to intellectual and ar- Monticello.
tistic pursuits. You may have
The Kentucky wing
a decided talent for writing
squadron,
equipped
and certainly can successfully
commercialize your creative with radio directiongifts. You do not always finding equipment, was
reveal your feelings and this activated by the Air
trait can cause you difficulty Force Rescue and Coorin personal relationships. dinatiOn Center at Scott
Also, a desire for excitement Air Force Base in
can cause you to stray from
the beaten path. Yoit can suc- Illinois.
Maj. James DePew,
ceed in banking and
sometimes are drawn to the mission coordinator,
-hate= side of art. You have said the search was Oftexcellent taste, but at times mpted by signals sent
can feel isolated front, your by satellites equipped to
felloiv -man. Cultivate ambi- receive signals from
tion and participate in the
world. Birth date of: W emergency locator
Somerset Maughsm, writer; transmitters.
When mounted in an
Robert 13urns, poet; and
airplane, the transmitVirginia Woolf, writer.

ter is designed to activate upon impact.
Then their signals can
be received by other aircraft and vehicles
equipped with directionfinding radio receivers.
DePew said the
satellites began reading
the signals about 1 p.m.
Monday and pinpointed
the transmitter location
around Monticello. Then
two commercial
airliners flying over
reported hearing the
signals about 8:30 p.m., .
--A check of aircraft
parked at the Monticello
aircraft showed that
none of those transmitters had been accidentally activated, DePew
said.
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9. Situation Wanted

1E
11 X IC 3r,

24. Miscellaneous

33. Rooms for

JUDY Williams Tax WILL do house keeping. FIREWOOD for sale
Service. Call for ap• Have references. 753- Call 436-2147.
PIREWOOD for sale,
pointment anytime. 436- 2708.
Call 753-5463 or 753-0144.
2524.
10. Business Opportunity
PIRE Wood. Seasoned
Ist&G Complete Glass
oak, tree trimming and
has moved to Building
removing hedges and
No. 16, Dixieland Censhrubs. Free estimates.
ter. For a complete line
OWN
YOUR
OWN
753-5476.
of glass and glass work.
DESIGNER JEAN AND
NEW 5 string Mountain
call 753-0180.
SPORTSWEAR STORE
Dulcimer. Hand crafSHIRLEY DAVIS TAM
National Company offers
ted. Hour glass shape.
SERVICE now taking
unique opportunity
Mahogany wood. 759appointments. Will
nationally
advertised
1472.
prepare your returns
brands at substantial ear
OAK firewood, $25 rick.
ANYTIME! Your place
Inge to your customers
Ask for Billy Duncan.
or mine. Or pickup and
This is for the fashion mind489-2104.
deliver. No extra
ed person qualified to own
charge! Federal and
OSBORNE2 Portable
and operate this high profit
Ky. short forms - $12.50
Computer with carrying
business.
for both. Call 436-5574.
case. Programs: Wor$20,000.00 investment
TAXES filed. Short
dstar, Supercalc,
includes beginning invertSupercalc 2, CP/M
Forms $7.59 for federal
tory, fixtures, supplies.
and state, Itemized
M .Basic, CP/M
irall16111 grand opening and
$15.00. Now offering in
System, CP/M Utility,
alr fare Ill person to corhome service for shutCall 527-8157.
porate training center.
ins. Call Joyce Noel Tax
FOR BROCHURE AND
PALLETS for sale. 50
Service at 489-2440 for
INFORMATION CALL TOLL
cents, 75 cents, $1. Call
appointment.
FREE 1-800-231-8433
7534450. Can be seen at
FINANCING AVAILABLE
Rickman & NorsworFor Qualified Applicants
thy, 500 S. 4th St.,
5. Lost and Found
Murray.
SATELLITE
LOST Sheltie, looks like
miniature Collie, dark
SYSTEMS. 11 ft. dish,
brown with white throat MAKE your bid today Drake receivers. $2,195
and feet. Lost near on the commercial installed. 436-2835.
Moose Lodge on Sat. building with living SEASONED hickory, oak,
afternoon. Call 753-0071 area upstairs, equip- mixed hardwoods,
or 753-8900.
ment for business and $30/rick delivered. Min.
one acre of land. City order-2 ricks. Call John
water, two septic Boyer at 753-0338.
systems. Space for
6. Help Wanted
mobile homes parking. 25. Business Services
A GOLDEN opportunity Owner eager to sell and
with friendly .home will sacrifice. $38,000.
MIKE HODGE'S
parties. Sell the largest Roberts Realty,
line of gifts, toys and 753-1651.
TAX SERVICE
home decor in party
7 years of experience
plan. Openings for 1 1 . Instruction
preparing individual,
managers and dealers. GUITAR, piano and
business, partnership,
Earn high dealer rebate voice lessons. Certified
and corporate returns.
plus win free trips and teacher with masters in
Low ilium & hundreds of
cash. Party plan ex- music. Enroll now for
satisfied clients. Now
perience helpful. Car one month of free
preparing returns. Day
and phone necessary. lessons. $30 montly
or night call 759-1425
Call collect 518-489-8395 after than no contract.
for appointment.
or 518-489-4429.
Call 753-3728.
ASSEMBLY WORK,
choose your own hours, 13. For Sale or Trade
work from home at your BURLEY
tobacco base, 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
own pace. Excellent in- for trade for dark
fired 12x70 BRENTWOOD
come. No sales required. base. 492-8790:
Custom Built mobile
Must call immediately
home, completely fur312-9694686 Exl 9735, also 14. Want to Buy
nished, washer and
open evenings.
RAW Furs. Raccoon, dryer, 2 BR, 2 complete
rREE 6 week old
baths. Call 901-232-8256
Labrador puppies to mink, muskrat, red and or
inquire at Hickory
gray fox, opossum, begood home. Call 753-0290
aver, coyote. McClellan, Hill Grocery.
after 6p.m.
Pulaski, Ill. 618-342-6316.
1971 NEW l'orker,
FULL time LPN. ConUSED mobile home, 12x64, with 8x22 ft.
tact Lake Haven Health
approximately 12x35. rollout, $7,500 firm.
Care Center, P.O. Box
Banjo Alveraz, silver
901-232-8646.
203, Benton, Ky. 527USED air conditioners. bell with case. Sears
3296.
console humidifier, $95.
Dill Electric. 753-9104.
OWNER OPERATOR.
Excaliber food de
Regal Express needs 15. Articles for Sale
hydrator, $80. Call 753operator with tandem
6930.
axle tractor. Company BOY'S size 10 regular 1976 ATLANTIC,
14
pays health insurance. Tough Skins jeans. 753- wide, 2 BR,tentral heat
Pension and other ex- 2708.
and air, located in Fox
tras. Call collect SMITH Corona TP-1,
Meadows. Call 489-2449.
computer printer, $395.
NU71-6515.
33x75 darkroom sink 1978 CITATION 14x70
mobile home, 3 bedand table. 753-5206.
room, 2 bath. Leaving
ADDITIONAL
town, must sell. Re16. Home Furnishings
INCOME
asonable. 759-9620
4
PC.
Bedroom
suite,
nights and weekends.
The ladies In our
white with antique 24x64
MOBILE home.
business earn as
hardware, good condi- Owner
willing to take a
tion. Also box springs
much money as the
loss. This is a top of the
and mattress. 759-1094
men. If you have
line home. Central
after 5:30p.m.
heat/air, kitchen fully
15-20 hours a week,
QUEENSIZE hide- equipted. 3 BR, 2 full
away-bed, 3 pc. bed- baths, fireplace.
you
earn
can
room suite with mat- 901-247-3352 after 5p.m.
$125-$150 a week.
tress and springs, wood
Must be neat,
dining table with 4 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
chairs. All of these are a
honest, bondable,
little over a year old. 2 YEAR old, 2 BR in
and able to meet
Odd tables, tires and excellent candition in
the publk. No,Inwheels. Mobile home country. Complete with
patio on lg. lot.
service pole. 753-8780.
vestment.
Call
$185/ month. 753-1236.
1-901-855-3074,
NICE 2 BR trailer near
19. Farm Equipment
8:30 to 9:30 a.m.
Murray, no pets. Call
MIXED grass hay. $2 489-2611.
only. Ask for Ms.
bale. 55 ft. Mayrath
Grain Auger, 8", $800. OR sale. 12x60, 2 BR, all
Puckett.
electric, $140/month.
Call 435-4237.
$4,400 sale. 753-5464 or
753-6505.
20. Sports Equipment
9. Situation Wanted
SMALL 2 br trailer, $100
BkPERIENCED nurse POR sale, golf carts. month, $100 deposit. 1
aid will do private duty 753-2369 after 6 p.m.
mile north of Almo
patient care in your
Heights, old 641. 753Musical
2
2
.
home or in the hospital.
5618.
753-3786.
BALDWIN Pianos,
RESPONSIBLE mother organs. Player pianos. 30. Business Rentals
wants to babysit your Used piano and organs. COMMERCIAL
Buildbaby or small child. Your complete music ing.
Work area, 25x25.
Experienced. 759-1692.
store. Lonardo Piano Office, 12x25. $160.
Typing Service. Co. next to Penney's, Available Feb. 1st. Call
P.O. Box 45. Call 753- Parts, Tenn.
753-5980, After 5p.m.
0406.
753-1203.
24.
Miscellaneous
WANTED. Experience
housekeeper now has a
opening. 753-6091.
WILL do baby sitting
day or night in my
home. Call 759-4803,
WILT do baby sitting day
or night in my home. Call
759-4803,

COAL for sale. Call
Roger Hudson. 753-4545
or 753-6763.
COMMERCIAL floor
buffer. Been used very
Mlle. 753-9400.
PTREWOOD, $25 a rick
delivered. Call 435-4389.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492
32. Apts for

•
4

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 371.50
Opened
Today
371.50
No Change

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
8.20
Opened
Today
8.33
.13
Up

Compliments of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
We buy Gold. Silver 8. Diamonds
Hours: 10 8 Doily 12 5 Sunday

Rent

1 BR furnished apt. 1604
Miller. Deposit and
lease required. 753-5898.
LARGE apt. 2 BR, lg.
kitchen and dining
room, living room and
den/game room combination. No pets or
children allowed. Deposit and references
required. 753-8355 or
after 5p.m. 437-4839.
ONE and Two bedroom
apartments, near down
town Murray. Call 7534109, 762-6650 or 436-2844.

PASCHALL CARPET SHOW AND SALE
Just Received 4 Tractor Trailer Loads For This Sale
WhNe It Lasts - Starts Wed. Jan. 25th
"Free Coffee & Doughnuts AN Day"
See New Styles And Colors
12 ft. Fine Quality Hi-Lo Shag
from 4.95 to 8.95 WV yd.
12 ft. Heavy Commercial Jute or Action Back
at 5.96 sq. yd.
12 ft. Commercial Rubber Beck Style Stampede
at 2.49 sq. yd.%.
12 ft. Printed Kitchen Carpet
12 ft. Fat Rubber Back Shag
Good 14" Pad

from 3.50 to 4.95 sq. yd.
from 4.95 to 5.25 sq. yd.
75' sq yd.

12 Ft. Fine Heavy Mush Shag
to 31405 041, TdFr0D1
Many Styles & Colors To Choose From-Big Rolls
"Compare To Carpets Selling At Twice The Price"
Show

Special-Big Fringed Scatter Oval Rugs

PASCHALL CARPET

19.96 ea

8 mile from Murray, Ky. on 841 Between Heael. Ky. ak Put-year. Tn.
Open 8-6 0 Days A Week
901-498-8983

Rent

46. Homes for Sale

BY owner, 3 BR brick
on 1 acre, well insulated, heats with
electric only, highest
bill $100. Must sell. Will
sacrifice at $19,900. Call
489-2689.
FORMAL OR IN34. Houses for Rent
FORMAL... This, is a
3 Blk brick, near Un- great entertainment
iversity. Lease, deposit. home. You can get in on
Married. 1979 Chev. the fun with this four
Pickup. All options. bedroom, two bath, 1 1/2
753-3842
story home...Fenced
A COUPLE of young back patio...Truly a
ladies wants to share a marvelous home for enhouse. Located near tertaining and comfortaMSU and downtown ble family living...Let's
with 1 or 2 other ladies. see this one today. CENCall Rebekah, 759-4172.
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors...753-1492.
HOUSE and 3 acres in
38. Pets-Supplies
New Providence
2 REGISTERED male Community. Well, gas
Yorkshire Terriers. heat, refrigerator, stove
House broke. $60 each. and air conditioner.
753-3583.
492-8316, 492-8240.
ARC Registered IMMACULATE CONDIKeeshond puppies. 7 TION! The results of
wks. old. Shtts and hours of hard work by the
wormed. After 4p.m., owners are evident in this
753-7989.
lovely home 3 bedroom, 2
DOG Obedience. bath. All new carpet, new
Classes or private. In- drapes and freshly paindoor facilities. Board- ted inside and out. Nice
ing. VPF dog food. patio on back... large
Mary Adelman. storage area plus 2 car
436-2858.
carport. For your personal tour, call CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
4 3 . Real Estate
Realtors at 753-1492.
OLDER three bedroom
frame house, living
Purdom & Thurman
room, bath, utility,
Insurance &
kitchen, electric heat.
Real Estate
South lfth Street.
$125/month, $125 deSouthside Court Sq.
posit. 753-1566 after
Murray, Kentucky
4p.m.
753-4451
ON Kentucky Lake,
water rights in SherDUPLEX, Northwood wood Shores, five
Subd. 4 yrs. old. minutes from Moor's
Marina, waterview lot,
753-7853.
2 bedroom house, bath
and a half, dining room
STROUT
With built-ins, reREALTY
frigerator, washer and
dryer hook'up, electric
'teat with woodburning
stove, carport and sun
deekt. Perfect for Lou Ann Phipot 753-8843
ter 'home, retirement
Wayne Wilson 753-5088
home 'or vacation home.
Joe L. Kennon 438-5878
Call (502) 362-4769 or
1912 Coldwater Road
437-4971 te
l,r• 5p.m. fer
Murray, Kentucky 42071
appointme . $22,500.
1502) 753-0186
Anytime
PAY Attention! To all
JOE L. KENNON
the fine features this
Broker
home offers. lt
\
v roof,
Licensed & Bonded
new wiring, ne
plum
bing, new carpet'. new
vinyl, aluminum tcim
plus screens an,d
storms. Three be\
drooms, dining room,
and gas heat. The price
only $33,500. We suggest
1 -IL
you call 753-1222,
KOPPERUD REALTY
Appointments made
right away.
for your conve- PRICED to sell. 4 BR
nience. Full time sale
Gambrel brick home, 2
bath, great room with
associates evening
fireplace, heat pump,
phones.
outside shop all on
Amos McCarty...753-2249 2large
large wooded lots. By
Nano Knight ..753-7729 owner. $49,995. 753-1380
Joyce Betsworth..753-9380 after 6p.m.
Arne &quell. 753-2477 SOAK in your Jacuzzi;
bask in the warmth of
Louise Beta
753-2409
your fireplace, enjoy
Prentice Dum. 753-5725
your 21,2 acre wooded
Bob -489-2296
homesite from the large
secluded patio. Entertain in your spacious
44. Lots for Sale
beamed ceiling family
COMMERCIAL pro- room. Only minutes
perty located at 303 and from ,town and just
305 N. 12th St. 150' of reduced $6,000. Call
street frontage. Zoned Murray Calloway Co.
for medium density Realty for an appointbusiness. Has 2 rental ment to see this lovely
houses. $90,000. Home. 753-8146.
Murray-Calloway Co.
NICE 3 BR brick, 11 2
Realty. 753-8146.
baths, fireplace insert,
FOR sale 1.3 acres, well
low utilities, 1 1,2 acres in
graded, septic system
Lynn Grove. Call 762
and well already in.
6330 /work;
Area of existing fine
435-4559/home.
homes located Northwest of Murray and
priced at $7,000. Call 48. Auto Services
KOPPERUD REALTY,
IMPORT Auto Salvage.
753-1222.
New and used parts for
most imports at re45. Farms for Sale
asonable prices. 47428 ACRES with nice, 2325.
large house, pole barn, USED car tires, size 13
double garage, storage and 14's. 641 South. 3
building. Ap- miles out of Murray.
proximately 12 acres
tillable, 12 ac. cross WHILE they last. 12
Volt Auto Batteries, $15
fenced perm. pastures.
Exchange. Call
ac. garden spot,
753-3711.
many extras. $42,000.
House presently rented
and tenants will remain 49. Used Cars
If purchased for in1967 CORVAIR, black
vestment. South Graves
hardtop, newly upCo. Ky. Call 502-247-7307
holstered, rebuilt enor 7308 for Mr. and Mrs.
gine. Sharp! Call 753Wyrick.
7863 afternoons or
YOU can't miss this evenings.
comfortable, well kept
1971 PINTO automatic,
two bedroom country
good radial tires. Body
home. 61,4 acres with
fair condition. $300. Call
highway frontage and
753-3711
several beautiful build
ing sites. Conveniently
located close to grocery, post office, and
churches in the Lynn
Grove area. Call KOP197k CadiNac
PERUD REALTY, 7531222.
Extra Clean
ROOM for rent. One
block from University.
Call 753-1812 or 759-9580.
1200M for rent. $50 plus
utilities. 753-8165 or
436-2411. •

46. Homes for Sale
2 LEVEL, 3 MR. 314
bath home on a 3 acre
wooded lot, near Alma.
Lots of extras. $78,900.
753-7733 days, 753-7628
after 6p.m.
3 BR house, natural gas
heat, central air, additional living space or
efficiegsy apt. with
separate entrance. New
storage building, 12x16
many. extras. 2 blocks
from college in quiet
neighborhood. Sale by
owner. 753-3919.
ROOM house in town,
11
/
2 story, full basement,
.glassed in front porch,
gas heat. 144 bath.-400d
locatiOn, close to town
and hospital, cornet 10t,
close to' park. Assumable loan to qualified
buyer at less than
current interest rate.
Priced in 284. Century

21, Loretta Jobs, Realtor, 753-1492.

49. Used Cars
1972 PONTIAC. 400
motor and transmission
just been rebuilt. 753-7385.
1972 VOLKSWAGEN,
rebuilt motor, new
brakes, tires and ballcry. $1,050 or best offer.
Call 753-3010.
1973 BUICK Riveria
with V-shaped body
style. Classic car. 7591602.
1975 FORD LTD
Laudou. 4 dr., Pillard
hard top. Loaded, good
condition, extra clean,
one owner. Call 753-9517
after 5p.m.
1976 VOLKSWAGEN
Beetle, 4 speed,
AM/FM radio, rear
window defroster, less
40,000 miles, excellent
condition, $2,500. 7532628 after 5p.m.
1 9 7 7 CUTLASS
Brougham, 4 dr., excellent conilition. 753-8731
after 5p.m.
1977 PORD Granada. 2
Dr., 6 cylinder, air, very
low mileage, extra
sharp. 753-0445 8 til 5.
753-1580 after 6p.m.

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered
BOB'S Home Improvement and General
Contracting. 20 years
experience, additions,
carpentry, painting,
concrete work,
aluminum awnings and
trailer skirting. Call
753-4501.
WO haul white rock,
sand. Ilene, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal.
Call Roger Hudson,
753-4545
or
753-6763.
ELECTRICAN, 20 years
experience, jobs large or
small, Free Estimates,
Call 753-5156 after 1 PM.
FAYE'S Monograms.
Dixieland Shopping
Center, 753-7743.
Sweaters, shirts, purses, linen, custom patches Fast service.
• You will like OM•
• large selection lit
re
• frames We will
.
411 stretch and ham...
•
your needlework •
:
1 CARTER STUDIO
300 MAIN /51 8291:141

Mobile Home Anchors,
underpinning, rook sealed, aluminum patio awnings, single and double
carports.
JACK GLOVER
753-1873
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 7536973, nights 474-2276.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops painting.

INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
WALLPAPERIN
JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716
*WINTER RATES*
57 .Wanted

50. Used Trucks

5's.

Boats-Motors

14 'ET. Chronline
Fiberglass Runabout
boat, 51t, h.p. Mercury
motor, tiiler. Gas cook
stove, 30"
-2620.
OLDER 33\ ft. house
boat, good 'condition,
steel hull, 50 h.p. Mercury, economicak 45,000
firm. Call 75'.3149
between 2-4p.m
\

Think how happy your "special sorrieone" will
be vf hen she (or he) reads the personal
message from you on Valentine's Day.
Build a memory, compose your message and
mail or phone it to the Classified Advertising
Department. The cost is low
Your message will appear in the special Valentine Love Lines featured in the Classified Section of this newspaper on February 14.

Send the coupon below or dial 753-1916

53. Services Offered
APPLIANCE SERVICE. Kenmore.
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 21 years
experience. Nets and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St
753-4872, 753-8886
(home).
APPLIANCE repair
work all brands
Specialize in Tappen.
Call 753-5341 or 354-6956.
Earl Lovett.
CHRISTINE Odom.
Counselor and Advisor.
E.S.P. and Card Reading. Appointment only
(901) 247-5737.

Aluminum Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim work.
References. Call VAI Ed
Bailey, 753-0689.

Our love is
the kind that
lasts forever'
Your Wife

SEWING Machine Re
pair. All makes and
models. Industrial,
home and commercial.
38 yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed. Kenneth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1-442 7026

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING

509 S. 11th

Low. Low Rates.
Satisfied References
Free Estimates.
759-1983

First Class Repair Service
on Stereo's & T.V.'s
Work Guaranteed
World of Sound
222 S. 12th St.

753-5865

Dave: I haven't
spent one day not
loving you only!
I'm yours forever!
Love, Arnie

Easy Order Blank For

Valentine
Love Lines
POINT YOUR COPY HENS FOR VALENTINE LOVE LINES.
COST IS SHOWN ON LAST LINE USED.

Mail so that it reaches us no later than Feb. 13.
Your message will appear on Feb. 14. Mail coupon
and check or money order to:

Th.L.4.rt Timms
Ckssifiet1 Urethan,Overtime
P.O. Oar 1040
Agway, keirtirety 42071
Year Nom
Arleen

rya r

Black hardtop, newly upholstered,
rebuilt engine. Sharp!

Call 733-7863
aftarnoons or ovonin $

• p• AP4

PAINTING

1978 HONDA Civic.
silver with silver vinyl
top. 76,xx* miles, 35
MPG, $1,500. After
6p.m. 901-247-5104.
1980 Z28, black and
silver, 350, 4 speed,
t-tops, loaded, $6,500
Before 4p.m. 354-8416.
After 4p.m. 354-6275.

1977 CHEVROLET
Silvered°, 4 Wheel
Drive, low mileage
753-6963.
1978 CHEROKEE 4
Wheel Drive. 46,xxx
miles. rough and cheap
Also 1977 Chevy Nova
753-7824.
BLUE 1967 Chevy
Pickup, short wheel
base, 350 engine, automatic. AM/FM stereo.
$1,500. 753-0633.

•-• •••

753-0338.

CANTS, 4x6. Buy year
round
Call days,
901-584-4540. Nights, 001584-4300.

Jack Glover
753-1873

1975 Chevrolet
Monza, 2 door
hard-top, V-8
automatic with
air cond.. Call
753-8500 or
7 5 3-6 268
evenings

CAR FOR SALE

196

53. Services Offered
INSULATION blown in by
Sears. TVA approved.
Save on those high
heating and cooling
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates.
NEED work on your
trees?
Topping, pruning, shaping, complete removal
and more. Call BOVER'S
TREE SERVICE for
Professional tree care.

4

loo.*

•

•
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Brother local Mrs. Swift
woman killed dies; funeral
Wednesday
in accident
Services for Robert L.
(Bobby) Brown, Sr.. are
today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Milner
Funeral Home, Bardwell. Dr. John Meadows
is officiating.
Burial will follow in
the Roselawn
'Cemetery.
Mr. Brown, Sr., 54,
Bardwell, died Saturday
at 8:25 p.m. in a one-car
accident 1.7 miles north
of Wickliffe.
Trooper Richard
Wright of the Kentucky
State Police said Brown
was northbound on U.S.
51 when his car ran off
the road and went down
an embankment. Wright
said Brown was thrown
from the car and he was
pronounced dead at the
scene.
Mr. Brown was a
native of Carlisle County. He was a boilermaker, an Army
veteran, member of
V.F.W. Post 5409 and
the Eagles Club.
He is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Miranda Litzsinger, Springfield, Mo., and Mrs.
Debbie Broeke'r,
Ellisville, Mo.; two
sons, Robert L. Brown,
J r., Hannibal, Mo., and
Stephen W. Brown,
Glencarbon, Ill.; 10
grandchildren.
His parents, Mr. and
Mrs. 011ie Brown, Bardwell, survive along with
two sisters, Mrs. Mary
Lou Paschall, Murray,
and Mrs. Judy Holt,
Metropolis, Ill.; three
brothers, Keithley
Brown and Luke Allen
Brown, Bardwell; and
Bill Brown, Paducah.

Mrs. Gail Marie Swift,
66, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn., died Sunday at 10
p.m. at the Henry County General Hospital.
Paris, Tenn.
Born Dec. 13, 1917, she
was the daughter of the
late Elmus Brannon and
Ruby Moore Brannon.
Her husband, Basil
Swift, survives, along
with two daughters,
Mrs. Reatha Mae
Froehlich, St.
Petersburg, Fla., and
Mrs. Joyce Marie
Schultz, Madison
Heights, Mich.; two
sons, Jimmy Donald
Swift, Los Angeles,
Calif., and Johnny
Swift. St. Clair Shores,
Mich.
Also surviving are
three sisters, Mrs.
Rozelle Turner, Detroit,
Mich., Mrs. Mable Orr
and Mrs. Bonnie Milam,
Puryear, Tenn.; one
brother, Edmond Brannon, Detroit. Mich.;
seven grandchildren.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 1 p.m. at
the Puryear Baptist
Church, The Rev. H.D.
Hudson will officiate.
Burial will follow in
the Lassiter Cemetery.
Friends may call at
Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn., until the
funeral hour.

Sandy Adair
dies; rites
on Thursday
Sandy Adair, 71, Rt. 2,
Calvert City, died Monday at 11:01 p.m. at
Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
Mr. Adair was known
throughout the area as a
knife trader. He was
retired from Airco Carbide, Calvert City.
Born Nov. 27, 1912, he
was the son of the late
Benjamin Franklin
Adair and Mary Jane
Bryson Adair.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Opal Adair;
one daughter, Mrs. Sandra Barrett, Calvert City; five sons, James
Adair, Weldon Peck,
Wayne Peck and Benny
Adair, all of Calvert City, and Thomas Adair,
Crete, Ill.
Also surviving are one
sister, Mrs. Annie
Griggs, Paducah; his
mother-in-law, Mrs. Ora
Seibert, Calvert City; 21
grandchildren; 12 greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be
Thursday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of the Filbeck
and Cann Funeral
Home,Benton. The Rev.
John Hardie and the
Rev. Cloys Bruce will
officiate.
Burial will follow in
New Hope Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 1
p.m. Wednesday.

Man sentenced
LONDON, Ky. (AP)
- U.S. District Judge
Eugene Siler sentenced
a Beattyville man to the
maximum 80 years in
federal prison and
$30,000 fine for his cony I c t i on in a
counterfeiting ring.
Paul Wayne Kidd, 27,
was convicted earlier
this month of conspiracy to make
counterfeit money,
making counterfeit
money, possessing
counterfeit mdney and
p2ssessing items used to
'alike counterfeit
money.
The charges resulted
from a 1081 raid on a
Jackson counterfeiting
operation involving a
plan -to- mak-e- -$18.6
million in fake bills.
Kidd's sentence could
be modified, however,
as he Is to be seat to the
Federal Corrections Institute *I• Lexington for
evaluadlm.

Mr. Waddy,

brother local
woman, dies
The funeral for
Joseph Edward Waddy
is today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of the Kennedy
Funeral Home,
Paducah. Perry Strong
and the Rev. Howard E.
Pryor are officiating.
Burial will follow in
the Oak Grove
Cemetery at Ledbetter.
Mr. Waddy, 73,
Ledbetter, died Saturday at 8:20 p.m. at
Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
The deceased, a
retired carpepter, was a
vetvan of World War II
and-a member of Ohio
Valley Baptist Church.
He is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Donetta
Simmons, Ledbetter;
one son, Lonnie Waddy,
Reidland; two
grandchildren.
Also surviving are six
sisters, Mrs. Louise
Chadwick, Murray,
Mrs. Clara Turner and
Mrs. Betty Babb,
Hampton, Mrs. Mamie
Blackwell, Benton, Mrs.
Bertha Fiers, Reidland,
and Mrs. Marie Lillis,
Corinth, Calif.; one
brother, John Waddy,
Ledbetter.

Paperwork
on increase
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - Local governments and private
lenders may be finding
themselves with more
paperwork, the
manager of the state's
Housing and Urban
Development programs
said.
Fred Porterfield said
those groups will have
to assume much of the
work HUD has handled,
in light of his office's
directive to cut 29
employees by March 30.
The latest cuts are in
addition to 22 positions
cut last September.
Some lenders and
builders argue the cuts
will reduce red tape to
the consumer's benefit.
However, housing officials such as John Van
Ness, executive director
of the Jefferson County
Housing Authority,
disagree. Van Ness said
the cutbacks mean a
longer wait for housing
and a reconcentration of
low-income residents in
older, increasingly
substandard dwellings.

UK STUMP
REMOVAL
We con remove stumps up
to 24 bele* the groyne
415 1141 •,. 11". 109

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Mission viewed two ways
By GEORGE W.
CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
Although the Rev.
Jesse Jackson's success
in bringing a captured
American flier home
from Syria generally
has been pictured as a
political -diplomatic
feat. Jackson's colleagues say it was a
religious event.
A "mission of faith,"
they call it, describing
the journey and
meetings with Syrian officials as like an extended prayer session.
"We did nothing
without authenticating
ourselves as religious
leaders," says Thelma
Adair, head of the interdenominational
Church Women United
and one of the
15-member group, including Jackson.
The praying didn't occur just in the group but
with Syrian officials, the
participants say, and
Scripture citations were
regarded as pivotal in
the outcome.
Editorializing, the
ecumenical weekly,
Christian Century, says
presidential candidate
Jackson has been needled in the media for his
overt religious motivations, as was former
President Carter.
"Appeals on moral
grounds leave our
secular establishment

uneasy because morality involves principles
that are suppose to conflict with the use of
power," writes editor
James M. Wall,
But Jackson knew not
only that his race would
"enhance his appeal to a
Third World Arab
leader" but "that his
religious stature made
his moral appeal more
credible."
The Rev. Wyatt T.
Walker, black pastor of
New York City's Canaan Baptist Church,
says the group did not
go to Damascus to
negotiate "because we
had nothing to give" in
political terms.
He says "we went as
an ecumenical mission
to make a moral appeal" in behalf of freeing U.S. Navy Lt.
Robert 0. Goodman Jr.,
a flier shot down on a
bombing run by Syrian
anti-aircraft guns.
The Syrian government initially stressed
that it would not release
him until U.S. forces left
Lebanon.
Participants in
Jackson's trip said that
initial tensions were
overcome at a first
meeting with Syrian
foreign minister, Abdul
Halim Khaddam, by a
round of prayers from
group members.
One was led by an
American black

THE ACESR

SOUTH
•AQ7
•Q 7 6 5 2
•QJ9
▪ J

"Most men would rather
be charged with malice than
with making a blunder " Josh Billings.

It takes a blunder by
South to go down because of
the loss of three trump
tricks. Nevertheless, more
than a few players might
manage to lose their way.
East wins the first club
and returns a club to
dummy's king. A low trump
is led from dummy and East
plays the nine. What card
should South play?
If South covers automatically, West wins the king
and it's all over. The 3-1
split assures East of two
more trump winners and the
game goes one down.
Is South's play unlucky or
is it a blunder? A bit of reasoning provides the answer.
If trumps are 2-2, any
play of the trump suit wins.
But if trumps are 3-1,
South's play of the queen
wins only when West has the
singleton jack. If West has
the singleton ace or king,
South must play low and,
return to dummy to lead the
suit once again. A singleton
king or ace is twice as likely
as a singleton jack, so it's
clear that South should duck
the first trump.
By the way, suppose East
had held the A-K-9 of
trumps. Should he play an
honor or should he play the
nine? Given the bidding and
NORTH
•K J 4
•10 8 4 3
•A K 108
4K7
WEST
•10 9 6 2
•K
•6 4 3
40 1098 4 2

1-24-A

EAST
*8 5 3
•A J 9
•7 5 2
•A 6 5 3

HOTPOINT
MICROWAVE
OVEN COOKS
FAST BY
TIME OR
TEMPERATURE
PLUS TIME OF
DAY CLOCK

$3

BOBBY WOLFF

Vulnerable: Both
South. The bidding:

Dealer:

South
l•
4‘1

East
Pass
Pass

West
Pass
Pass

North
3,
Pass

Opening lead: Club 10
this dummy, the trump nine
would be the superior play.
Bid with The Aces
South holds

Stock Market
Prices furnished by
Michigan
Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone.
Chrysler
Dupont
Ford
G.A.F
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Home Health
Care America

Livestock

market listed
LOUISVILLE, Ky API USDA
- Estimated receipts cattle and
calves 1,900. slaughter steers and
heifers not fully tested, limited offer.
Inge steady; cows firm to 1.00
higher, full advance on weighty
dalrybreds high-cutter and low utility, bulls steady with monday's
late advance, limited slaughter
calves steady, vealers untested
early.
Feeder steers under 600 lbs,
steady to 1.00 lower; oveL 600 lbs
near steady, heifers closed steady
after opening 1 00-2.00 higher.
Slaughter steers good and choice
2-3, 975.1015 lbs. 67.00-68.30; few 1322
lb dalrybreds 57 75. Slaughter
heifers few choice 980 lbs. 67.50;
good and choice 2.3, 720-1025 lbs.
60.00-62.75.
Slaughter cows breaking utlitty.
and commercial 3-5, 34.00-42.00;
high-cutter and boning utility 1-3.
34 00-39.00, high dressing and high
boning percent indlviduals
39 50-42 00: cutter 1-2, 30.00-37.50,
canner and cutter under 800 lbs.
24.50-32.50 Slaughter bulls yield
grade 1-2, 1110-2155 lbs. indicating
78.79 carcass boning percent
45 00-52.00 Slaughter calves and
vealers, vealers untested, choice
calves
and prime 340-400 lb
51 00-57 50.
Feeder steers medium frame with
1 300-400 lbs 60.00-67.25, 400-500 lbs
60.00-64.00, .500-600 lbs. 59.00-63.75,
600-700 lbs. 60.00-65.00: 750-830 lbs
61.50-64.00; small frame 1, 300-500
lbs. 55,00-58.50, 500-650-lbs. am
55.00-58.00.. medium 2. 300-500 lbs.
5000-5800: 500-700 lbs. 5000-58.00.
large 2 holsteins. 300-500 lbs.
40 00-51.00; 500-700 lbs. 4400-4725,
package 755 lbs. 46.25.
Heifers medium frame 1, 300-400
50.00-54 50, 100-500 lbs.
lbs
5000-55(41 these up to 56.50 early.
500-600 lbs. 5000-5600. 800-750 lbs
5000-3050: small frame 1. 500-500
lbs. 45 00-51.00; 500-600 lbs.
47.00-49.00, medium frame 2, 350-780
lbs 41.00-48 00.
Hogs 600, barrows and gilts
1 25-1.50 lower, 1-2 210-245 lbs.
50 55-50 80; 2.3 255.285 lbs.
48 50-49.75 Sows weak to 1.00 lower,
1 300-350 lbs. 44.00-45.00: 1-3 300-350
lbs. 43.00.44.00; 350-400 lbs.
41 00-45.00; 400-450 lbs. 45.00-46.00;
450-500 lbs. 46.00-49.00, 500-600 lbs.
49 00-51 00: boars over 308 lbs.
36.00-36.50.
Sheep no early sales.

Hog market

North
1*
2 NT

ANSWER: Three no-trump.
North shows invitational
strength and probably only
four spades. No reason to
stop short of game.
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
P0 Box 12363, Dallas. Texas 75225,
with self-addressed, stamped envelope

Federal.State Market News Service
Tuesday. January 24, 1984
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts' Act. 500 Est 450 Barrows
& Gilts 1 50 Lower Sows 300-4.50 lbs
steady 1 higher 450 lbs. steady 1
lower over 300 lbs. 1 higher
$49 75-50.25
US 1-2 210-240 lbs.
$48 75-49.75
US 2 200.210 lbs
$49.25-49.75
US 2 210-250 lbs
$48.25-49.25
US 2-3 250-770 lbs
Sows
838.00-40.00
US 1.2 270-350 lbs.
$39 00-43.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
$42.00-49.00
US 1-3 450-500 lb'
$49.00-51.60
US 1-3 500-650 lbs
838.00-40.00
US 2-8 300-500 lbs.
Boars $32-34

First of

116% + %
16% -1
52% -%
32% +%
14% unc
381
/
4 A
62 -1
/
4
36% 44
6% + %
37% -%
39% + 1/(s
35 unc
19% -%
19 unc
11% unc

I.B.M
JerTico
J.C.Penney
Kmart
Mary Kay Cosm
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Stuart Hall
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
Wetterau
A.L. Williams

-1.88
44% + 1/8
2714 -1%
.66% + %
31% + %
51 unc
43% + %
16% +%
77% + %
36% -%
344 unc
28% unc
49% +1%

915

C.E.F. Yield

+

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476
MUNICIPAL BONDS -- MUTUAL FUNDS
STOCKS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

14 Pound Box of 100% Pure

Ground Beef

$ 1946
Quarter Pound Patties

Whole

Pork Loin

Sliced into Chops

10-12 lb. $

591b.

Whole Choice

Beef Loin

Cut into Sirloin & T-Bone Steaks
50-60 lb.

$ 1 99lb.

Field's

Wieners -

149-

1 lb. pkg.

Brown Thompson's Whole Hog

Sausage Patties

3 lb. box $5
"
per box

Choice Sides of Beef

$

1 39

225 To 300 Lb.
Cut, Wrapped & Frozen

LB

— Wholesale & Retail Meat —

GIBSON HAM CO.

We Accept
7 a.m.-5 p.m Mon.-Fri.
Phone 753-1601
Food Stamps
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
107 N. 3rd St.
"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"'

Hatcher Auto Sales Says...

"With this,
never
you'll
DeVantis
Wed. 4 to 10 P.M.
10 Oz. Chop Steak
$329
have to pay
and Salad Bar
and
for car
Hamburger Plate with Fries
repairs
ene
1W-6.°
P ritib $ 1 49
more
than once.

NOW ONLY

INVESTMENTS

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

1-24-B
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South
141
2*

Moslem, minister Louis
Farrakahn, leader -of
the Nation of Islam in
this country.
"We did a lot of standing around and joining
hands," says the Rev.
Jack Mendelsohn, a
Unitarian Universalist
minister of Bedford,
Mass., and the only
white in the delegation.
He says Jackson, a
Baptist, did a "lot of
praying" and the group
also prayed not just with
the foreign minister, but
with a group of Syrian
religious leaders, Christian and Moslem.
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• Large 1.4 cu. ft. capacity •
Electronic touch controls • 10
Power levels and defrost cycle
• Digital display for time, temperature, power levels • Timeof-day clock • Temperature
probe feature•Handsome simulated wood grain cabinet•Black
glass front.

The new shipment of microwaves is here so if you've
been waiting now's the time to purchase your microwave.

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 EAST MAIN STREET
Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners 753 1586

It's my free Lifetime
Service Guarantee. '
Tired of paying for the same car
repair again and again and again?
Now you don't have to with my
lifetime Service Guarantee.
Here's why If you ever need to
have your Ford, Lincoln, Mercury;
or Ford Light Truck fixed, you
pay once, and I'll guarantee that,
if the covered part ever has to

be fixed again, I'll fix it free.
Free parts. Free labor. For as
long as you own your vehicle.
No matter when or where you
bought it. The Lifetime Service
Guarantee. It's a service commitmentfrom me to you,becadse
I stand behind my work. And
I'll put it in writing. Come in
for details!

We fix cars for keeps.
•spos

UFETIME
SERVICE
GUARANTEE

MERCURY
LINCOLN

,

:

Sales
Hatcher Auto
Street
533 So. 12th
Murray, Ky. 753-4961
Your Franchise Lincoln-Mercury Dealer
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